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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled Asymptotic Bayesian Analysis is a brief 
collection of work done on data analysis in Bayesian perspective. Bayesian 
inference means the process of fitting a probability model to a set of data and 
summarizing the result by a probability distribution on the parameters of the 
model and on unobserved quantities such as prediction for new observations. 
1 have tried my best to include sufficient and relevant materials on asymptotic 
approximations in a systematic way with suitable examples. It consists of 
four chapters with a comprehensive bibliography note at the end of each 
chapter. 
This dissertation includes some understanding of mathematical statistics. 
some understanding of the Bayesian approach, some exposure to statistical 
models and some experience with conditional inference. 
Chapter 1, is an introductory chapter, which covers basic concepts com-
mon to all Bayesian analysis, including general notations, Bayesian inference 
(Bayes' rule), some useful results from probability, simulations method and 
approximations like normal and Laplace's approximations. 
In Chapter 2, simple familiar single parameter models, namely, the bino-
mial, the Poisson, and the normal models (with known variance) are used to 
estabhsh this introductory material. In addition to being useful statistical 
tools, these models also provide a simple environment within which we can 
learn the basics of Bayesian data analysis with given suitable examples. 
Chapter 3, presents the Bayesian approach to two and multiparameter 
models. For two parameter model, the normal model is used which is il-
lustrated with marathon data. For multiparameter model, tlie multivariate 
normal model is used, which allow us to jointly estimate population means, 
variances and correlation of variables, and the regression models, beginning 
with a Bayesian treatment of classical regression illustrated with an example 
of extinction of birds. 
Finally the last chapter review^s generalized linear models from a Bayesian 
perspective, focussing on the normal specification for the generalized lin-
ear model regression coefficients. This chapter also present a computational 
ui 
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method based on approximating the generaUzed hnear model by a normal 
linear model at the mode with an example of beetle data. 
At the end of this document, a comprehensive list of bibliography referred 
into this dissertation has been given. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Preliminary introduction 
By Bayesian data analysis, we mean practical methods for making inference 
from data using probability models for quantities about which we wish to 
learn. The essential characteristics of Bayesian methods is their explicit use 
of probability for quantifying uncertainty in inference based on statistical 
data analysis. 
The process of Bayesian data analysis can be idealized by dividing it into 
the following three steps: 
1. Setting up a full probability model — a joint probability distribution 
for all observable and unobservable quantities in a problem. The model 
should be consistent with knowledge about the underlying scientific 
problem and the data collection process. 
2. Conditioning on observed data: calculating and interpreting the appro-
priate posterior distribution — the conditional probability distribution 
of unobserved quantities of ultimate interest, given the observed data. 
3. Evaluating the fit of the model and the implications of the resulting 
posterior distribution: does the model fit the data , are the substantive 
conclusions reasonable, and how sensitive are the results to the mod-
eling assumptions in step-1? If necessary, one can alter or expand the 
model and repeat three steps. 
A primary motivation for believing Bayesian thinking important is that 
it facilitates a common-sense interpretation of statistical conclusions. For in-
stance, a Bayesian (probability) interval for an unknown quantity of interest 
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can be directly regarded as having high probabiUty of containing the un-
known quantity, in contrast to a frequentist (confidence) interval, which may 
strictly be interpreted only in relation to a sequence of similar inferences that 
might be made in repeated practice. Recently, in applied statistics, increased 
emphasis has been placed on interval estimation rather than hypothesis test-
ing, and this provides a strong impetus to the Bayesian viewpoint, since it 
seems likely that most users of standard confidence intervals give them a 
common-sense Bayesian interpretation. One of our aim is to indicate the 
extent to which Bayesian interpretation of simple statistical procedures are 
justified (Gelman et al. (2003)). 
1.2 General notation for statistical inference 
Statistical inference is concerned with drawing conclusions, from rmmerical 
data, about quantity that are not observed. For example, a cUnical trial of a 
new cancer drug might be designed to compare the five-year survival prob-
ability in a population given the new drug with that in a population under 
standard treatment. These survival probabilities refer to a large population 
of patients, and it is neither feasible nor ethically acceptable to experiment 
with an entire population. Therefore, inferences about the true probabilities 
and, in particular, their differences must be based on a sample of patients. 
In this example, even if it were possible to expose the entire population to 
one or the other treatment, it is obviously never possible to expose anyone to 
both treatments, and therefore, statistical inference would still be needed to 
asses the causal inference ~ the comparison between the observed outcome in 
each patient and that patient's unobserved outcome if exposed to the other 
treatment. 
We distinguish between two kind of estimands - unobserved quantities for 
which statistical inferences are made - first, potentially observable quantities, 
such as future observations of a process, or the outcome under the treatment 
not received in the clinical trial example; and second, quantities that are 
not directly observable, that is, parameters that govern the hypothetical 
process leading to the observed data (for example, regression coefficients). 
The distinction between these two kinds of estimands is not always precise, 
but is generally useful as a way of understanding how a statistical model for 
a particular problem fits into the real world. 
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1.2.1 Parameters, data and predictions 
As general notation,we let 6 denote unobservable vector quantities or pop-
ulation parameters of interest (such as probabilities of survival under each 
treatment for randomly chosen members of the population in the example of 
clinical trial), y denote the observed data (such as the numbers of survivors 
and death in each group), and y denote unknown, but potentially observable 
quantities (such as the outcomes of the patients under the other treatment. 
or the outcome under each of the treatments for a new patient similar to 
those already in the trial). In general these symbols represent multivariate 
quantities. We generally use Greek letters for parameters, lower-case Ro-
man letters for observed or unobservable scalars and vectors, and upper-case 
Roman letters for observed or unobservable matrices. When using matrix 
notation we consider vectors as column vectors throughout, for example, if u 
is a vector with n components, then u^u is a scalar and uu^ an nxn matrix. 
1.2.2 Experimental units and variables 
In many statistical studies, data are gathered on each of a set of n objects or 
units, and we can write the data as a vector y = {yi, • •., y-n)- In the clinical 
trial example, we might label yi as 1 of patient i is alive after five years or 0 
if the patient dies. If several variables are measured on each unit, then each 
yi is actually a vector, and the entire data set y is a matrix (usually taken 
to have n rows). The y variables are called 'outcomes' and are considered 
'random' in the sense that, when making inferences, we wish to allow for 
the possibility that the observed values of the variables could have turned 
out otherwise, due to the sampling process and the natural variation of the 
population. 
1.2.3 Exchangeability 
The usual starting point of a statistical analysis is the assumption that the n 
values yt may be regarded as exchangeable, meaning that the joint probabil-
ity density p{yi,. • • ,yn) should be invariant to permutations of the indexes. 
A non-exchangeable model would be appropriate if information relevant to 
the outcome were conveyed in the unit indexes rather than by explanatory 
variables. 
Generally, it is useful and appropriate to model data from an exchange-
able distribution as independently and identically distributed (iid) given some 
unknown parameter vector 9 with distribution p{6). In the clinical trial exam-
ple, we might model the outcomes y^ as iid, given 0, the unknown probability 
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of survival. 
1.2.4 Explanatory variables 
It is common to have observations on each unit that we do not bother to 
model as random. In the clinical trial example, the most important such 
variable is the indicator for treatment assigned to each individual; other 
such variables might include the age and previous health status of each pa-
tient in the study. We call this second class of variables explanatory variables 
or covariates and label them x. We use X to denote entire set of explana-
tory variables for all n units; if there are k explanatory variables, then X 
is a matrix with n-rows and fc-columns. Treating X as random, the notion 
of exchangeability can be extended to require the distribution of n values of 
(x, y)i to be unchanged by arbitrary permutations of the indexes. It is ahvays 
appropriate to assume an exchangeable model after incorporating sufhcient 
relevant information in X that the indexes can be thought of as randomly 
assigned. It follow from the assumption of exchangeability that the distri-
bution of y given x, is the same for all units in the study in the sense that 
if two units have the same value of x, then their distributions of y are th(> 
same. Any of the explanatory variables x can of course be moved into the // 
category if we wish to model them. 
1.3 Bayesian inference 
Bayesian statistical conclusions about a parameter 9, or unobserved data y. 
are made in terms of probability statements. These probability statements 
are conditional on the observed value of y, and in our notation are written 
simply as p{6\y) or piy\y). We also implicitly condition on the known val-
ues of any covariates, x. It is at the fundamental level of conditioning on 
observed data that Bayesian inference departs from the approach to statisti-
cal inference, which is based on a retrospective evaluation of the procedure 
used to estimate 9 (or y) over the distribution of possible y values condi-
tional on the true unknown value of 9. Despite this difference, it will be 
seen that in many simple analyses, superficially similar conclusions result 
from the two approaches to statistical inference. However, analysis obtained 
using Bayesian methods can be easily extended to more complex problems. 
In this section, we present the basic mathematics and notation of Bayesian 
inference. 
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1.3.1 Probability notation 
Some comments on notation are needed at this point. First, p{-\-) denotes a 
conditional probability density with the arguments determined by the con-
text and similarly for p(-), which denotes a marginal distribution. We use the 
terms distribution and density interchangeably. The same notation is used 
for continuous density functions and discrete probability mass functions. Dif-
ferent distributions in the same equation or expression will each be denoted 
by p(-). Although an abuse of standard mathematical notation, this method 
is compact and similar to the standard practice of using p{-) for the proba-
bility of any discrete event, where the sample space is also suppressed in the 
notation. Depending on context, to avoid confusion, we may use the notation 
Pr(-) for the probability of an event; for example, Pr(^ > 2) = J^^^p{9)d6. 
When using a standard distribution, we use a notation based on the name 
of the distribution; for example, if 6 has normal distribution with mean //, 
and variance a^, we write 9 ~ N{iJ,, cr^ ) or p{9) = N{9\p, a^) or, to be even 
more exphcit p{6\fj.,a'^) = N(9\iu.,a'^). Throughout, we use notation such as 
N{p,a'^) for random variables and N{9\ii,a'^) for density functions. 
1.3.2 Bayes' Rule 
In order to make probabihty statements about 9 given y, we must begin 
with a model providing a joint probability distribution for 9 and y. The 
joint probability mass or density function can be written as a product of two 
densities that are often referred to as the prior distribution p{9) and sampling 
distribution (or data distribution) p{y\9) respectively: 
p{9,y)=p{9)p{y\9). (1.1) 
Simply conditioning on the known value of the data y, using the basic prop-
erty of conditional probability known as Bayes' rule, yields the posterior 
density: 
where p{y) = ^Qp{9)p[y\9), and the sum is over all possible value of 9 (or 
P{y) = JP{^)p{y\9)d9 in the case of continuous 9). An equivalent form of 
(1.2) omits the factor p(y), which does not depend on 9 and, with fixed y, can 
thus be considered a constant, yielding the unnormalized posterior density, 
which is the right side of (1.3) 
p{9\y)<xp{9)p{y\9) (1.3) 
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or equivalently, 
posterior a prior x likelihood. 
These simple expressions encapsulate the technical core of Bayesian inference: 
the primary task of any specific application is to develop the model p{6, y) 
and perform the necessary computations to summarize p{d\y) in appropriate 
ways. 
1.3.3 Prediction 
To make inferences about an unknown observable, often called predictive 
inferences, we follow a similar logic. Before the data y are considered, the 
distribution of the unknown but observable y is 
p{y) = Jp{y,o)do = j p{0)p{y\o)do. (i.4) 
This is often called the marginal distribution of y, but a more informative 
name is the prior predictive distribution: prior because it is not conditional 
on a previous observation of the process, and predictive because it is the 
distribution for a quantity that is observable. 
After the data y has been observed, we can predict an unknown oVjservable 
y, from the same process. For example, y = (?/i,..., y„) may be the vector of 
recorded weights, of an object weighed n times on a scale, 9 = (//., a^) may be 
the unknown true weight of the object and the measurement variance of the 
scale, and y may be the yet to be recorded weight of the object in a planned 
new weighing. The distribution of y is called the posterior predictive distri-
bution, posterior because it is conditional on the observed y and predictive 
because it is a prediction for an observable y: 
P{y\y) = / p{'y,0\y)dO 
= I p{y\d,y)pi9\y)de 
= j p{mPiO\y)d9. (1.5) 
The second and third line display the posterior predictive distribution as an 
average of conditional predictions over the posterior distribution of 9. The 
last equation follows because y and y are conditionally independent given 9 
in this model. 
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1.3.4 Likelihood 
Using Bayes' rule with a chosen probability model means that the data y 
affects the posterior inference (1.3) only through the function p{y\0). which, 
when regarded as a function of 6, for fixed y , is called the likelihood function. 
In this way Bayesian inference obeys what is sometimes called the likelihood 
principle, which states that for a given sample of data , any two probability 
models p{y\9) that have the same likelihood function yield the same inference 
for ^. 
The likelihood principle is reasonable, but only within the framework 
of the model or the family of models adopted for a particular analysis. In 
practice;, one can rarely be conhd(;nt that th(> choscni niod(>l is the coricct 
model. 
1.3.5 Likelihood and odds ratios 
The ratio of the posterior density p{0\y) evaluated at the points Oi and O2 
under a given model is called the posterior odds for (9i compared to 02. The 
most familiar apphcation of this concept is with discrete parameters, with 62 
taken to be the complement of ^1. Odds provide an alternative representation 
of probabilities and have the attractive property that Bayes" rule takes a 
particularly simple form when expressed in terms of them: 
p{9,\y) ^ p{eMy\Oi)lp{y) ^ p{ei)p{v\ei) ,... 
P{e2\y) P{e2)p{y\e2)/p{y) p{e2)p{y\62y ^ • ^ 
In words, the posterior odds are equal to the prior odds multiplied by the 
likelihood ratio, p{y\0i)/piy\02)-
1.4 Probability as a measure of uncertainty 
In Bayesian statistics, probability is used as a fundamental measure or yard-
stick of uncertainty. Within this paradigm, it is equally legitimate to discuss 
the probability of 'rain tomorrow' or of a Brazilian victory in the soccer 
World Cup as it is to discuss the probability that a coin toss will land heads. 
Hence, it becomes as natural to consider the probability that an unknown 
estimate lies in a particular range of values as it is to consider the proba-
bility that the mean of the random sample of 10 items from a known fixed 
population of size 100 wih he in a certain range. The first of these two 
probabilities is of more interest after data have been acquired whereas the 
second is more relevant beforehand. Bayesian methods enable statements to 
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be made about the partial knowledge available (based on data) concerning 
some situation or 'state of nature' (unobservable or as yet unobserved ) in 
a systematic way, using probability as a yardstick. The guiding principle 
is that the state of knowledge about anything unknown is described by a 
probability distribution. 
What is meant by a numerical measure of uncertainty? For example, the 
probabihty of 'heads' in a coin toss is widely agreed to be | . Why is this so? 
Two justification seems to be commonly given: 
1. Symmetry or exchangeability argument: 
p r o b a b i l i t y = "umber of favorable cases 
^ -^ number oi possibilities ' 
assuming equally likely possibilities. For a coin toss this is really a 
physical argument, based on assumptions about the forces at work in 
determining the manner in which the coin will fall, as well as the initial 
physical conditions of the toss. 
2. Frequency argument: probability = relative frequency obtained in a 
very long sequence of tosses, assumed to be performed in an identical 
manner, physically independently of each other. 
Both the above arguments are in a sense subjective, in that they require 
judgements about the nature of the coin and the tossing procedure, and 
both involve semantic arguments about the meaning of equally likely events, 
identical measurements and independence. The frequency argument may be 
perceived to have certain special difhcultics, in that it involvcis the hypo-
thetical notion of a very long sequence of identical tosses. If taken strictly. 
this point of view does not allow a statement of probability for a single coin 
toss that does not happen to be embedded, at least conceptually, in along 
sequence of identical events. 
Why is probability a reasonable way of quantifying uncertainty? The 
following reasons are often advanced. 
1. By analogy: physical randomness induces uncertainty, so it seems rea-
sonable to describe uncertainty in the language of random events. Com-
mon speech uses many terms such as 'probably' and "unlikely', and it 
appears consistent with such uses to extend a more formal probability 
calculus to problems of scientific inference. 
2. Axiomatic or normative approach: related to decision theory, this ap-
proach places all statistical inference in the context of decision making 
with gains and losses. Then reasonable axiom imply that uncertainty 
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must be represented in terms of probability. We view this normative 
rationale as suggestive but not compelling. 
3. Coherence of bets. Define the probability p attached to an event E as 
the fraction {p e [0,1]) at which you would exchange (that is. bet) $;^  
for a return of $1 if E occurs. That is, if E occurs, you gani $(1 - p); 
if the complement of E occurs, you lose %p. For example: 
• Coin toss: thinking of the coin toss as a fair bet suggests even 
odds corresponding to p — \. 
• Odd for a game: if you are willing to bet on team A to win a game 
at 10 to 1 odds against team B (that is, you bet 1 to win 10), your 
'probabihty' for team A winning is at least j ^ . 
The principle of coherence of probabilities states that your assignment 
of probabilities to all possible events should be such that it is not pos-
sible to make definite game by betting with you. It can be proved that 
probabilities constructed under this principle must satisfy the basic ax-
ioms of probability theory. 
The betting rationale has some fundamental difficulties: 
• Exact odds are required, on which you would be willing to bet in 
either direction, for all events. How can you assign exact odds if 
you are not sure? 
• If a person is willing to bet with you, and has information you 
do not, it might not be wise for you to take the bet. In practice, 
probability is an incomplete (necessary but not sufficient) guide 
to betting. 
All of these considerations suggest that probabilities may be reasonable ap-
proach to summarizing uncertainty in applied statistics, but the ultimate 
proof is in the success of the applications. 
1.4.1 Subjectivity and objectivity 
All statistical methods that use probability are subjective in the sense of re-
lying on mathematical idealization of the world. Bayesian methods are some 
time said to be 'subjective' because of the reliance on a prior distribution, 
but in most probhnns, scicuitific judgcnnent is necc^ssary to si)(>(ify both the 
'likelihood' and the 'prior' parts of the model. For example, linear regres-
sion models are generally at least as suspect as any prior distribution that 
might be assumed about the regression parameters. A general principle is 
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at work here: whenever there is rephcation, in the sense of many exchange-
able unit observed, there is scope for estimating features of a probabiht>' 
distribution from data and thus making the analysis more 'objective'. If an 
experiment as a whole is replicated several times, then the parameters of 
the prior distribution can themselves be estimated from data. In any case, 
however, certain elements requiring scientific judgement will remain, notably 
the choice of data included in the analysis, the parametric forms assumed for 
the distributions, and the ways in which the model is checked. 
1.5 Some useful results from probability 
theory 
In Bayesian calculations relating to a joint density p{u, v), we will often refer 
to a conditional distribution or density function such as p{u\v) and a marginal 
density such as p{u) = Jp{u,v)dv. In this notation, either or both u and 
V can be vectors. Typically it will be clear from the context that the range 
of the integration is in the latter expression refers to the entire range of the 
variable being integrated out. It is often useful to factor a joint density as 
a product of marginal and conditional densities; for example, a joint density 
of three random variables say u, v and w can be factored as the product of 
conditional and marginal densities as 
p{u,v,w) = p{u\v,w)p{v\w)p{w). (1.7) 
Some authors use different notations for distributions on parameters and 
observables — for example, 7r{9), f{y\0) — but this obscures the fact that all 
probability distribution have the same logical status in Bayesian inference. 
We must always be careful, though, to indicate appropriate conditioning; 
for example, p{y\0) is different from p{y). In the interests of conciseness. 
however, our notation hides the conditioning on the hypotheses that hold 
throughout — no probabihty judgements can be made in a vacuum — and 
to be more explicit one might use a notation such as the following: 
p{0,y\H)^p{e\H)p{y\O.H) (1.8) 
where H nfers to the; set of hyp()tli(!S(\s or assumptions uscxl to define the 
model. Also, we some time suppress explicit conditioning on known explana-
tory variables, x. 
We use the standard notations, E(-) and V() for mean and variance, 
respectively: 
E{u) = / up{u)du., V(w) = / ( n - E[u)fp{u)du. (1.9) 
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For a vector parameter u, the expression for the mean is the same, and the 
covariance matrix is defined as 
V(w)= I iu-E{u)){u-E{u)fp{u)du, (1.10) 
where u is considered a column vector. (We use the terms 'variance ma-
trix' and 'covariance matrix' interchangeabihty). This notation is slight!}• 
imprecise, because E(w) and V(w) are really functions of the distribution 
function, p{u), not of the variable u. In an expression involving an expecta-
tion, any variable that does not appear explicitly as a conditioning variable 
is assumed to be integrated out in the expectation; for example, E{u\v) refers 
to the conditional expectation of u with v held fixed — that is, the condi-
tional expectation as a function of v — whereas E{u) is the expectation of 
u, averaging over v (as well as u). 
1.5.1 Mean and variance of conditional distributions 
It is often useful to express the mean and variance of a random variable u in 
terms of the conditional mean and variance given some related quantity v. 
The mean of u can be obtained by averaging the conditional mean over the 
marginal distribution of v, 
E{u) = E{E{u\v)), (1.11) 
where inner expectation averages over u, conditional on v, and the other 
expectation averages over v. Identity (1.11) is easy to derive by writing the 
expectation in terms of the joint distribution of u and v and then factoring 
the joint distribution: 
E{u) = / / up{u,v)dudv = / / up{u\v)dup{v)dv = / E{u\v)p{v)dv. 
The corresponding result for the variance includes two terms, the mean of 
the conditional variance and the variance of the conditional mean: 
V('u) = E(V(u|i;)) + V{E{u\v)). (1.12) 
This result can be derived by expanding the terms on the right side of (1.12): 
E[V(«|i;)] + Y[E{u\v)] 
= E [ E ( u » - {E{u\v})-] + E[{E{u\v)f] - {E[E{u\v)])'' 
= E{u') - Emu\v)f] + Emu\v))'] - (E(a))2 
= E{u^)-{E{u))^ = Y{u). 
Identities ( l .U) and (1.12) also hold if u is a vector, in which case E(u) is a 
vector and V(u) is a matrix. 
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1.5.2 Transformation of variables 
It is common to transform a probability distribution from one parametr-
ization to another. We review the basic result here for a probability density 
on a transformed space. For clarity, we use subscripts here instead of our 
usual generic notation p(-). Suppose Pu{u) is the density of the vector u, and 
we transform to u = f{u), where v has the same number of components as 
u. 
If Pu is a discrete distribution, and / is a one-to-one function, then the 
density of v is given by 
Pv{v) =Pu{f~\v)). 
If / is a many-to-one function, then a sum of terms appears on the right 
side of this expression for Pv{v), with one term corresponding to each of tlie 
branches of the inverse function. 
If Pu is a continuous distribution, and v = f{u) is a one-to-one transfor-
mation, then the joint density of the transformed vector is 
Pv{v) = \j\PuirHv)), 
where \J\ is the determinant of the Jacobian of the transformation u — 
f~^{v) as a function of v; the Jacobian of the transformation f{u) is the 
square matrix of partial derivatives (with dimension given by the number of 
component of u), with the {i,j)th entry equal to dujdvj. Once again, if / 
is many-to-one, then Pv{v) is a sum or integral of terms. 
In one dimension, we commonly use the logarithm to transform parameter 
space from (0, oo) to ( —oo, CXD). When working with parameters define on 
the open unit interval (0,1), we often use the logistic transformation; 
logitH = log ( ^ ^ V (1.13) 
whose inverse transformation is 
logit-i(i;) = ^ - | - ^ , (1.14) 
which is nothing but cumulative distribution function (cdf) of standard lo-
gistic distribution. It may be noted that Equation (1.13) is the inverse of the 
cdf of standard logistic distribution. Another common choice of logit model 
(1.13) is th(! in-obit transformation, <I>" (^ii), whcTc <I> is the standard normal 
cumulative distribution function, to transform from (0,1) to ( —oc, oc). 
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1.6 Sumraarizing inferences by simulation 
Simulation forms a central part of much applied Bayesian analysis, because of 
the relative ease with which samples can often be generated from a probability 
distribution, even when the density function can not be explicitly integrated. 
In performing simulation, it is helpful to consider the duality between a 
probabihty density function and a histogram of a set of random draws from 
the distribution: given a large enough sample, the histogram can provide 
practically complete information about the density; and in particular, variovis 
sample moments, percentiles, and other summary statistics provide estimates 
of any aspects of distribution, to a level of precision that can be estimated. 
For example, to estimate the 95th percentile of the distribution of 9, draw 
a random sample of size L from p{9) and use the 0.95Lth order statistics. 
For most purposes L = 1000 is adequate for estimating the 95th percentile 
in this way. 
Another advantage of simulation is that extremely large or small simu-
lated values often flag a problem with model specification or parame-trization 
that might not be noticed if estimates and probability statements were ob-
tained in analytic form. 
Generating values from a probability distribution is often straight forward 
with modern computing techniques based on random number sequences. A 
well define random number generator yields deterministic seciuence that a})-
pears to have the same properties as a sequence of independent random draws 
from the uniform distribution on [0,1] 
1.6.1 Sampling using the inverse cumulative 
distribution function 
As an introduction to the idea of simulation, we describe a method for sam-
pling from discrete and continuous distributions using the inverse cumulative 
distribution function. The cumulative distribution function (or cdf. F), of a 
one-dimensional distribution, p{v), is defined by 
F{v,) = Pr(i; < v^) 
^ f J2v<v, Pi^') if P is discrete 
] jl'oo P{'^)dv if p is continuous. 
The inverse cdf can be used to obtain random sample from the distribution 
p, as follows. First draw a random value, f/, from the uniform distribution 
on [0,1], using a table of random numbers or, more likely, a random number 
function on the computer. Now let v = F~'^{U). The function F is not 
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Simulation Parameters Predictive 
draw quantities 
9i ... dk yi ••• Vn 
1 e\ ... el y\ ... y\ 
L 9^ ... 0j^ y^ ... y^ 
Table 1.1: Structure of posterior and posterior predictive simulations. The 
superscripts are indexes, not powers. 
necessarily one-to-one - certainly not if the distribution is discrete — but 
F'^{U) is unique with probability 1. The value v will be a random draw 
from p, and is easy to compute as long as F'^{U) is simple. For a discrete 
distribution, F~^ can simply be tabulated. 
For a continuous example, suppose v has an exponential distribution with 
parameter A; then its cdf is F{v) = l-exp{-Xv), and the value of v for which 
If = F{v) is t" = —log^^^^. Of course l — U also has the uniform distribution 
on [0,1], so we can obtain random draws from the exponential distribution 
as -(logU)/A. 
1.6.2 Simulation of posterior and posterior predictive 
quantities 
In practice, we are often interested in simulating draws from the posterior 
distribution of the model parameters 6, and perhaps from the posterior pre-
dictive distribution of unknown observables y. Results from the set of L 
simulation draws can be stored in the computer in an array as illustrated 
in Table 1.1. We use the notation / = 1 , . . . , L to index simulation draws; 
(^', y') is the corresponding joint draw of parameters and predicted quantities 
from there joint posterior distribution. 
From these simulated values, we can estimate the posterior distribution 
of any quantity of interest, such as O-i/O^, by just computing in new column in 
Table 1.1 using the existing L draws of {9, y). We can estimate the posterior 
probability of any events, such as, Pr(yi + 1/2 > exp(6'i)), by the proportion 
of the L simulations for which it is true. We are often interested in poste-
rior intervals; for example, the central 95% posterior interval [a, b] for the 
parameter 9^, for which Pr(^j < a) = 0.025 and Vx[9j > b) = 0.025. These 
value can be directly estimated by the appropriate simulated value of 9j, for 
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example, the 25th and 976th order statistics if L = 1000. We commonly 
summarize inferences by 50% and 95% intervals. 
1.7 Approximate Bayesian inference 
Many simple Bayesian analyses based on noninformative prior distributions 
give similar results to standard non-Bayesian approaches, for example. th(> 
posterior i-interval for the normal mean with unknown variance. The extent 
to which a noninformative prior distribution can be justified as an objective 
assumption depends on the amount of information available in the data; in 
the simple cases as the sample size n increases, the influence of the prior 
distribution on posterior inference decreases. These ideas, sometime referred 
to as asymptotic approximation theory because they refer to properties that 
hold in the limit as n becomes large. 
We begin this section with discussion of the normal and Laplace's ap-
proximations for the posterior distribution. Apphcations are discussed in 
the remaining chapters. 
1.7,1 Normal approximation 
If the posterior distribution p{6\y) is unimodal and roughly symnu'tric, it is 
often convenient to approximate it by a normal distribution centered at the 
mode; that is, the logarithm of the posterior density function is approximated 
by a quadratic function. 
A Taylor series expansion of \ogp{6\y) centered at the posterior mode, 9 
gives 
\ogp{e\y) = \ogp{e\y) + ^{d-ef ^logp(^|?/) [9-9) + ..., (1.15) 
where the linear term in the expansion is zero because the log-posterior den-
sity has zero derivatives at its mode, the remainder terms of higher order 
fade in importance relative to the quadratic term when 9 is close to 9 and 
n is large. Considering (1.15) as a function of 9, the first term is constant, 
whereas the second term is proportion to the logrithm of a normal density, 
yielding the approximation 
p{9\y)^N{9.[I{9)]-').^ (1.16) 
where I[9) is the observed information, which is negative of Hessian. 
m = -^\ogp{9\y). 
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If the mode 9, is in the interior of parameter space, then I{9) is positive; if 
9 is a vector parameter, then I{9) is a matrix. 
Example. Normal distribution with unknown mean and variance 
We illustrate the approximate normal distribution with a simple theoretical 
example. Let ?/i,..., y„ be iid observations from a N{fi, a^) distribution, and 
for simplicity, we assume a uniform prior density for (//, loga). We set up 
a normal approximation to the posterior distribution of (yu, logcr), which has 
the virtue of restricting a to positive values. To construct the approximation, 
we need the second derivatives of the log posterior density, 
logp(/x,loga-|y) = constant - nlogcr - r-^[(n - l)s^ + n{y - ^f]. 
The first derivatives are 
--logp{li,\oga\y) = 
a// a-
d , , , , . , ( n - l ) s ' ^ + n ( y - / ? ) 
logp{ii,\oga\y) = -n d(logcr) (T 
from which the posterior mode is readily obtained as 
1. fn~l 
0 
{fiMga) = \^y. -log [—^^'^ 
The second derivatives of the log posterior density are 
-logp(^, logcrly) = 
d^ 1 / I I N n y - ^ 
-logp{iJ.,\oga\y) = -2n-diid{\oga)"°^^^'"°" "" "" a^ 
(P 2 
— r^logpifi, loga\y) = -{{n~ l)s^ + {y - ^if). 
The matrix of second derivatives at the mode is then ' ^ 1 • From 
\^  0 ~2n, 
(1.16), the posterior distribution can be approximated as 
If we had instead constructed the normal approximation in terms ofp{jj, a"). 
the second derivative matrix would be multiplied by the Jacobian of the 
transformation from loga to cr^  and the mode would change shghtly to a^ = 
^ (T^ . The two components, (/J, cr^), would still be independent in their 
approximate posterior distribution, and p((T |^(/) ~ iV((T |^o-^ , 2(T'*/(n + 2)). 
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1.7.2 Laplace's approximation 
Suppose -h{d) is a smooth, bounded unimodal function , with a maximiun 
at 9, and 6^  is a scalar. By Laplace's method (Tierney and Kadane, 1986), 
the integral 
/ = I f{e)eM-nh{9)]dd 
can be approximated by 
'2^ 
n 
where 
a = 
-1/2 
As presented in Mosteller and Wallace (1964), Laplace's method is to expand 
about 9 to obtain: 
f{9) exp -n h{9) + {9- 9)h'{9) + ^-^-~^h"{9) d9. 
Recalling that h'{9) = 0, we have 
I^ Jf{9)exp -n I h[9) + ^^-J^h"{9) d9 
= f{9) exp[-nh{9)\ I exp ( ""^ ^^  „ ^^^ \ d9 
2a'-
/27r 
= f{9)J~aexp[-nh{9)]. 
n 
Intuitively, if exp[—n^(0)] is very peaked about 9, then the integral can be 
well approximated by the behavior of the integrand near 9. More formally, 
it can be shown that 
To calculate moments of posterior distributions, we need to evaluate expres-
sions such as: 
fg{9) exp[-nh{9)]d9 ngm = 1.17) J exp[-nh{9)]d9 ' 
where exp[-nh{9)] = L{9\y)p{9). Tierney and Kadane(1986) provide two 
approximations to E[g{9)]. The term n refer to the sample size. 
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Result 1. ^[g{d)] = g{e)[l + 0( l /n)] 
To see this, apply Laplace's method to the numerator of (1.17) with 
f = g, to obtain the approximation 
27r 
gie)J—aexY>[-nh{9)]. 
n 
Next, apply Laplace's method to the denominator of (1.17) with / = 1, 
to obtain the approximation 
a exp[—nh{d)]. 
Tierney and Kadane (1986) show that the resuUing ratio g{9) has error 
0 ( l / n ) . Mosteller and Wallace (1964) present related results. 
Result 2. 
ngm = (^) CT*\ exp[-nh*{9*) 
exp[-nh{0)] 1 + 0 — n^ 
To see this, first apply Laplace's method to the numerator of (1.17) 
with f = l,g positive, and -nh*{0) = -nh{0) + \og{g{0)), where 0* is 
the mode of —/i*(^)and 
a = 
1-1/2 
Next, apply Laplace's method to the denominator with / = 1. Tierney 
and Kerdane (1986) shows that the resulting ratio has error 0(1/?/^). 
Again, Mosteller and Wallace (1964) present related results. 
For multivariate 9, 
E" = 'E = 09^ '^  
and 
E[,(.)] = f^^''2^^^-!^^!l^x 1 + 0 
n" 
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1.8 Bibliographic note 
Several good introductory books have been written on Bayesian statistics, 
beginning with Lindley (1965). Berry (1996) presents, from a Bayesian per-
spective, many of the standard topics for an introductory statistics text-
book. Congdon(2001, 2003) and Gill(2002) are recent introductory books on 
Bayesian statistics that use the statistical package Bugs. Carlin and Louis 
(2001) cover the theory and applications of Bayesian inference, focussing 
on biological applications and connections to classical methods. However. 
Gelman et al. (2003) is the most modern treatment on Bayesian statistical 
theory as well as practice. This book mostly deals with applied approach 
of Bayesian data analysis which includes practical advices on Bayesian com-
putations using analytic and MCMC tools. In our opinion this book is the 
Bible of Bayesian statistical analysis. A major component of the materials 
reported in this dissertation is taken directly or indirectly from this l)ook. 
Several review articles in the statistical literature, such as Breslow (1990) 
and Racine et al. (1986), have appeared that discuss, in general terms, areas 
of application in which Bayesian methods have been useful. The volumes 
edited by Gatsonis et al. (1993-2002) are collections of Bayesian analysis 
including extensive discussions about choices in the modeling process and 
the relations between the statistical methods and applications. 
Bernardo and Smith (1994) give a thorough review of the foundations 
of Bayesian models and inference with a comprehensive list of references. 
Jeffreys (1961) is a self contained book about Bayesian statistics that com-
prehensively presents an inductive view of inference; Good (1950) is another 
important early work. Jaynes (1983) is a collection of reprintefl articles that 
present a deductive view of Bayesian inference, which has been updated in 
Jaynes (1996). 
de-Finetti (1974) is an influential work that focusses on the crucial role of 
exchangeability. More approachable discussions of the role of exchangeability 
in Bayesian inference are provided by Lindley and Novick (1981) and Rubin 
(1978, 1987). The non-Bayesian article by Draper et al. (1993) makes an 
interesting attempt to explain how exchangeable probability models can be 
justified in data analysis. Berger and Wolpert (1984) give a comprehensive 
discussion and review of the likelihood principle. Berger (1985) reviews a 
range of philosophical issues from the perspective of Bayesian decision theory. 
Pratt (1965) and Rubin (1984) discuss the relevance of Bayesian meth-
ods for applied statistics and make many connections between Bayesian and 
non-Bayesian approaches to inference. Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky (1982) 
present the results of various psychological experiment that assess the mean-
ing of 'subjective probability' as measured by people's stated beliefs and 
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observed actions. Lindley (1971) surveys many different statistical ideas, all 
from the Bayesian perspective. Box and Tiao (1973) is an early book on 
applied Bayesian methods. They give an extensive treatment of inference 
based on normal distributions. 
The iterative process involving modeling, inference and model checking 
is discussed at length in the first chapter of Box and Tiao (1973) and also in 
Box (1980). Cox and Snell (1981) provide a more introductory treatment of 
these ideas from a less model-based perspective. 
HofF (2009) is an introductory text on Bayesian statistical methods writ-
ten in R environment. This book contains commands of numeric features 
of Bayesian methods inside the text itself. However, commands for graphics 
can be obtained from books website. These commands for graphics are quite 
extensive and useful for learning graphics with R. Theses important features 
of the book attracted us a lot. Albert (2009) also deals with implementation 
of Bayesian approaches using R. 
Chapter 2 
Asymptotic approximation for 
single parameter models 
2.1 Preliminary introduction 
A single-parameter model is a class of sampling distributions that is indexed 
by a single unknown parameter. In this chapter, we discuss Bayesian in-
ference for three fundamental and widely used one dimensional models: the 
binomial model, the Poisson model and Gaussian model (with known stan-
dard deviation), and at the same time introduce important concepts and 
computational methods for Bayesian data analysis. 
2.2 The binomial model 
In the simple binomial model, the main aim is to estimate an unknown 
population proportion from the result of a sequence of Bernoulli's tnals: 
that is data yi, • • • ,yn each of which is either 0 or 1. This problem provides a 
relatively simple but important starting point for the discussion of Bayesian 
inference. 
The binomial distribution provides a natural model for data that arise 
from a sequence of n exchangeable trials or draws from a large population 
where each trial gives rise to one of two possible outcomes success and failure. 
Because of the exchangeability, the data can be summarized by the total 
number of successes in the n trials, which we denote here by y. Converting 
from a formulation in terms of exchangeable trials to one using iid random 
variables is achieved quite naturally by letting the parameter 0 represent the 
probability of success in each trial. 
21 
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The binomial model states that 
p{y\9) = Bm{y\n,e) = (^^ 9y{l - ^ ) " - ^ (2.1) 
where on the left hand side we suppress the dependence on n because it is 
regarded as part of the experimental design that is considered fixed; all the 
probabilities discussed for this problem are assumed to be conditional on n. 
The joint belief about y i , . . . , y„ are well approximated by 
• our belief about 9 = T,yi/n. 
• the model that conditional on 9, the ?/,'s are iid random variables with 
mean 9. 
The last item says that the probabihty for any outcomes {yi , . . . , ;(/„} condi-
tional on ^, is given by 
P(yi,...,?/n|^) = ^ ^ ' - ^ ' ( i - ^ r ^ " - ^ ' (2.2) 
To perform Bayesian inference in the binomial model, we must specify a prior 
distribution for 9. The parameter 9 is some unknown number between 0 and 
1. At this point, for simplicity we assume that the prior distribution for 9 is 
uniform in the interval [0,1], that is, 
p{9) = l for all/^e [0,1]. 
For this prior distribution and the above sampling model, Bayes' rule gives 
p{yi,---,yn\9)p{9) 
p{0\yi,---,yn) = 
p{yi,---^yn) 
= p{yi,---,yn\0) X 
p{y\,---,yn) 
(xp{yu...,yn\9). 
The last line says that in this particular case p{9\yi,... ,yn) and p{yi,... 
, yn\9) are proportional to each other as a functions of 9. This is because the 
posterior distribution is equal to p{yi,... ,yn\9) divided by something that 
does not depend upon 9. This means that these two function of 9 have the 
same shape, but not necessary be same scale. 
To know the scale of p{9\yi,... ,yn) as well as the shape, we have from 
the Bayes' rule 
p(^|yi,-.-,yn) = ^ ' ' = ' - ' " ( i - ^ r^ " - ' ^ ' - ^^^^ 
= ^Sr=i!/.(l_^)n-E;Li?y. X 
p{y\'---,yn] 
l__ 
p{yi----,yn] 
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It turns out that we can calculate the scale or "normalizing constant"' ^^^^^ y^) 
using the following result from the calculus: 
r{a)T{b) 
/ . - ( I - . ) - . . = ^ 
+ b) 
We know that about p{0\yi,... ,yn)'-
(a) J^p{0\yi,... ,yn)dO = 1, since aU probability distribution integrate or 
sum to 1; 
(b) p{9\y,, ...,yn) = ^^-i^' l l - Or-'^'-^y^/piyi,...,?/«), from Bayes' rule. 
Therefore, 
1 = / p{e\yu...,yn)de 
•Jo 
Jo 
••••yn) Jo 
1 r ( l + Ey,)r(n + l - E y , ) 
using (a) 
using (6) 
p{y 
p{y\,---,yn) r (n + 2) 
using the calculus result and so 
r ( l + Sy,:)r(n + l - E y O 
p^y^---yr^^= r ( n + 2 ) • 
This result holds for any sequence {y-[,... ,yn). Now putting everything to-
gether, we have 
which we will write as 
p{0\yi,---,yn) = 
r (n + 2) 
r (n + 2) 
r ( l + ^y^)T{n + 1 - Ey,) 
r ( l + Ey,)r(n + l - E y / ; 
(1 _ ^ ) ( " + I - S ; ' ^ I . ' A ) - I . 
This density for 9 is called a beta distribution, with parameter a = i + E^j 
and b = n+ I — E?/j, which can be calculated, plotted and sampled from in 
R using the functions 'dbetaO' and ' rbe taO ' . These details can be seen 
in the section of illustrations where in we have tried to illustrate numeric as 
well as graphic features of this posterior density. However, to understand the 
posterior density of 0, a detailed introduction of beta distribution is needed. 
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The beta distribution 
An uncertain quantity 6, known to be between 0 and 1, has a beta{a.b) 
distribution if 
p(^) = dbeta(^. a, h) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' h - O'-' for 0 < ^ < 1. 
r(a)r(6) 
For such a random variable 
mode(0) = ^ -i r if a > 1 and b> 1 
( a - l ) + ( 6 - l ) 
E(^) = a/{a + b) 
V{9) = ab/[{a + b + l)(a + bf] = E{d) x E(l - e)/{a + 6 + 1). 
The posterior density in which we observed 
(1 + Ey, - 1) Ey, 
mode{e\yu...,yn) = 
E{e\yu...,yn) = 
V{e\yr,...,yn) = 
(1 + Ey, - 1) + (n + 1 - Ey, - 1) n 
(1 + ^y^) 
(n + 2) ' 
(1+Ey,)(n + 1-E?/,) 
(n + 3)(n + 2)2 ' 
2 . 2 . 1 A n e x a m p l e : {Proportion of heavy sleepers) 
Let us consider a real life example, to illustrate steps of Bayesian analysis 
for proportion 6 of heavy sleepers, which is defined as proportion of college 
students who sleep at least 8 hours. This example has been discussed in detail 
by Albert (2009). We discuss the same example here. Now we shall specify 
prior on the basis of expert opinion and the likelihood on the basis of data 
available. As discussed by Albert (2009), the persons belief that the median 
and 90th percentiles of the proportion are given by 0.3 and 0.5 respectively. 
This results into the shape parameters of beta prior distribution a = 3.26 and 
6 = 7.19. Thus the prior for ^ is dbeta(6', shapel=3.26, shape2=7.19). 
A plot of this prior is shown in Figure 2.1. The likelihood is constructed on 
the basis of data in which there were n = 27 students of which 11 had at 
least 8 hours of sleep. As a result likelihood is 
p{y\6) ocd'\i-ey^ o < ^ < i . 
Therefore, the posterior distribution for 9 is 
p{e\y) CK pie) p{y\9) 
p ( ^ | j / ) = ^ 3 - 2 6 + i i - i ( i _ ^ ) 7 i 9 + i 6 - i . 
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The curve corresponding likelihood, prior, and posterior for the proportion of 
heavy sleepers can be plotted together by making use of the function curve. 
This is a multipurpose plotting function which draws a curve corresponding 
to the given function or an expression (in x) over the interval [from.to]. Its 
arguments can be seen by using the function args as 
> args(curve) 
function (expr, from = NULL, to = NULL, n = 101, add = F, 
type = " 1 " , ylab = NULL, log = NULL, xlim = NULL, . . . ) 
NULL 
where the argument expr stands for an expression written as a function <jf 
X, add is a logical argument, if TRUE add to already existing plot. Thus 
the argument add=TRUE converts the function curve into a low le\'el plotting 
function. The argument ' . . . ' stands for other graphic parameters which are 
not sp(!(;ifi(>d. The ])ost(!rior is also d(!pict(;d in Figure^ 2.1. The R coniniands 
are 
> a<-3.26 
> b<-7.19 
> s< - l l 
> f<-16 
> curve(dbeta(x,a+s,b+f),from=0,to=l, 
xlab=expression(tlieta) ,ylab="Density" ,l ty=l,lwd=4) 
> curve(dbeta(x,s+l,f+l),add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=4) 
> curve(dbeta(x,a,b),add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=4) 
> legendCO.65,4.8,c("Prior","Likelihood","Posterior"), 
lty=c(3,2,l),lwd=c(3,3,3)) 
The posterior probability F{9 > 0.5|y), 
> l -pbeta(0.5,a+s,b+f) 
[1] 0.0690226 
This probability is small, so it is unlikely that more than half of the students 
are heavy sleepers. A 90% interval estimate for 9 is found by computing the 
5th and 95th percentiles of the beta density: 
> qbeta(c(0.05,0.95) ,a+s,b+f) 
[1] 0.2555267 0.5133608 
Thus, a 90% posterior credible interval for the proportion is (0.25,0.51). 
These summaries are exact because they are based on exact beta posterior 
density. An alternative method for summarization of a posterior density is 
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Figure 2.1: The prior density p{0), the hkehhood function p{y\0), and the 
posterior density p{9\y) for learning about a proportion 9. 
based on simulation. In this case, we simulate a large number of values from 
the beta posterior density and summarize the simulated output. 
> ps<-rbeta(1000,a+s,b+f) 
and display the posterior as a histogram of the simulated values in Figure 2.2. 
> hist(ps,xlab=expression(theta),main="",prob=TRUE) 
The probability that the proportion is larger than 0.5 is estimated using the 
proportion of simulated values in this range. 
> sum(ps>=0.5)/1000 
[1] 0.077 
A 90% interval estimate can be estimated by the 5th and 95th sample quan-
tities of the simulated sample. 
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of 9 based on a simulated sample from the beta pos-
terior distribution. 
> quantileCps.c(0.05,0.95)) 
5% 957, 
0.2527600 0.5103412 
These summaries of the posterior density for 9 based on simulation are ap-
proximately equal to the exact values based on calculations from the beta 
distribution. 
The asymptotic approximation 
Although exact posterior density exists in this case and there is no need ah 
such for talking about approximation. However, for the purpose of illustra-
tion of the concepts of analytic approximations, we use normal approxima-
tion for the posterior density of heavy sleepers. Standard results of normal 
approximation are already discussed in Section 1.7.1, in general terms and 
specific implementations in R are given below. The function optim is the 
main function for getting posterior mode and corresponding Hessian matrix. 
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This function is mainly developed for multivariate situations, however, our 
experience shows that it works well in univariate situations also. The argu-
ments of the function can be printed using the function args as 
> args(optim) 
functionCpar, fn, gr = NULL,..., method = c("Nelder-Mead", 
"BFGS", "CG", "L-BFGS-B", "SANN"), lower = -Inf, upper 
= Inf, control = listO, hessian = FALSE) 
NULL 
where par stands for initial values for the function to be minimized, which is 
negative log of posterior density in Bayesian scenario. This function needs be 
define in R before calling into the optim. The argument hessian is logical 
and its value TRUE means that optim will return negative of the Hessian 
matrix. The other details are available with the help page of the s t a t s 
package in base R. 
Let us define a function which returns negative of the log posterior of the 
proportion of heavy sleepers. This function contains Bernoulli as a likelihood 
with probability of success 0, and the prior is a beta distribution with shape 
parameters a and b, respectively. The R code of the function follows 
> n lpb<- func t ion( the ta ,a ,b , s , f ) 
{ # This function re turns - log (p ( the ta |y ) ) 
l theta<-sum(dbeta(x=theta,a+s,b+f,log=T)) 
r e t u r n ( - I t h e t a ) 
} 
Now the function optim is being used for fitting of the Bayesian model of 
the proportion of heavy sleepers as 
> Ml<-optim(par=c(theta=0.3),fn=nlpb,hessian=T, a=3.26, 
b=7.19,s=ll,f=16) 
To print the summary of results stored with the object Ml one can use function 
pr in t (Ml), which is equivalent to just typing and pressing Enter key at the 
command prompt as 
> Ml 
Spar 
theta 
0.3740625 
Svalue 
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[1] -1.61118 
$counts 
function gradient 
24 NA 
$convergence 
[1] 0 
Smessage 
NULL 
Shessian 
t he t a 
the ta 151.4046 
> sqrt(diag(solve(Ml$hessian))) 
t he t a 
0.08127004 
Posterior mode and corresponding posterior standard deviation can also be 
extracted from fitted object Ml as 
> postMode<-Ml$par 
> postSD<-sqrt(diagCsolve(Ml$hessian))) 
> estimate<-cbind(postMode,postSD) 
> estimate 
postMode postSD 
the ta 0.3740625 0.08127004 
Thus Bayesian estimate of the proportion of heavy sleepers is 0.374 ± 0.081. 
These are the only two numeric features of the approximate posterior density 
but whole posterior can also be plotted along with its exact counterpart. 
The function curve can again be used for plotting exact and approximate 
posteriors. The relavant commands are 
> a<-3.26 
> b<-7.19 
> s<- l l 
> f<-16 
> curve(dbeta(x,a+s,b+f) ,from=0.l , to=0.7, 
xlab=expression(theta) ,ylab="Density", l ty=l, lwd=4) 
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Figure 2.3: From the plots of the posterior densities, it is dear that there is 
a magical difference between the exact and approximate posterior densities 
of the proportion of heavy sleepers. This figure also shoM'^s the exellence of 
normal approximation of posterior density for the binomial parameter 6. 
> curve(dnorm(x,meaji=0.374,sd=0,0813) ,add 
=TRUE,lwd=4,lty=3) 
> legend(0.47,5,c("exact","approximate"), 
lty=c(l,3),lwd=c(4,4)) 
The output is reported in Figure 2.3. The comparison of the exact and 
approximate posteriors are discussed in the caption of the figure. 
2.3 The Poisson model 
Some measurements, such as a person's number of children or number of 
friends, have values that are whole numbers. In these cases our sample space 
is F = {0,1 ,2 . . . . ] . Perhaps the simplest probabihty model on Y is the 
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Poisson model . Its density is defined as 
p{y\9) - dpois(y.^) = - - , for y e (0,1.2, . . .} 
2/' 
where mean and variance are 
E{y\e) = e and V{y\e) = 6. 
People sometimes say that Poisson family of distribution has a mean vari-
ance relationship because if one Poisson distribution has a larger mean than 
another, it will have larger variance as well. 
If we model yi,- • • ,yn as iid Poisson with mean 6, then the joint pdf of 
our sample data is as follows: 
p{yi,...,yn\0) = Y[p{yi\0) 
n . 
'e 
= c(yi,.. . ,y„)^^^'e-"^ 
Now we will work with a class of conjugate prior distributions that will 
make posterior calculations simple. A class of prior densities is conjugate for 
a sampling model p{yi,... ,yn\0) if the posterior distribution is also in the 
same class. For the Poisson sampling model, our posterior distribution for f) 
has the following form: 
p{G\yu---,yn) oc p{e) xp{yi,...,y„\e) 
oc p{o) X e^y^e-""^. 
This means that whatever our conjugate class of densities is, it will have 
to include terms like O'^^e''^^^ for numbers Ci and C2. The simplest class of 
such densities includes only these terms, and their corresponding probability 
distributions are known as the family of gamma distributions. 
Gamma prior 
An uncertain positive quantity 9 has a gamma(a, b) distribution if 
p{9) = dgamma(^. a. b) = - — r ^ ^ e " ' ' " , for 6, a. h. > 0. 
1 a 
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Figure 2.4: Some gamma densities. 
For such a random variable 
E{9) = a/b, 
Y{e) = a/b^ and, 
mode(^) = ^ ^ " - '^/^ if a > 1, 
if a < 1. 
Gamma posterior 
With conjugate gamma prior for Poisson mean 0, the posterior density is 
defined as 
posterior = prior x hkehhood 
Then posterior density of 9 given y is 
p{0\yu..-,yn) =p{d) ^p{yi,---,yn\0)/p{yi,...,yn] 
^{9 \a-\„-be )x{9''y'e-'^')xciyu....yn.a.b) 
la+X;)/,-! -(6+n)e ) X c{yi,...,yn,a,b) 
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This is evidently gamma distribution, and we have confirmed the conjugacy 
of the gamma family for the Poisson sampling model: 
9 ^ gamma(a, b) 
yi,...,yn\0 ~Poisson(0) 
n 
=^ ^|yi , . . . ,y„ ~gamma(a + ^ y „ 6 + n) 
The posterior expectation of ^ is a convex combination of the prior expecta-
tion and the sample average 
E{e\yi,...,yn) = -^--
0 + n 
b a n S?/, 
b + nb b + n n 
• b is interpreted as the number of prior observations, 
• a is interpreted as the sum of counts from b prior observations. 
2.3.1 A n example : (Supercomputer failure count data) 
Let us consider modeling the monthly number of the super computer com-
ponents (Shared Memory Processors or SMPs) by a Poisson distribution. 
The super computer consists of 47 identical SMPs and Table 2.1 represents 
their monthly no of failures for the first month of operation. This problem 
is discussed in detail by Hamada et al. (2008). 
Let ?/i,..., 2/47 denote the monthly number of failures recorded for the 
SMPs. With ti = 1 month, we model the failure count data by the Poisson 
distribution as 
yi ~ Poisson(^i) = Poisson((9), r = 1 , . . . , 47 
where 6 is the monthly number of failures. 
The supercomputer engineers expect that there should be no more than 
10 failures for each component in the first month of operation. To represent 
this prior information is to assume a gamma prior distribution for 9 with a 
mean of HYC. W(; can express this prior information by 
9 ~ gamma(a = 5, /? = 1). 
Note that for the gamma(5,1) prior distribution, the probability that 9 ex-
ceeds 10 is 0.03. Then the posterior distribution of 9 given the failure data 
y = ( 2 / 1 , • • • , 2 / 4 7 ) i s 
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1 5 1 4 2 3 1 3 6 4 4 4 
2 3 2 2 4 5 5 2 5 3 2 2 
3 1 1 2 5 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 
3 2 5 3 5 2 5 1 1 5 2 
Table 2.1: Monthly number of failures for 47 supercomputer components. 
( n n 
1=1 1=1 
= gamma(5 + 132,1 + 47) 
= gamma(137,48). 
The posterior mean monthly number of failures is 
E(^|y) = 137/48 = 2.85, 
the posterior standard deviation is 
/ V ( % ) = \/ l37/48 = 0.24, 
and a 95% credible interval is (2.40, 3.35) monthly failures. 
The asymptotic approximation 
Let us define a function which returns negative of the logposterior of failure 
count data. This function contains Poisson distribution as a sampling model 
with monthly number of failures 6, and the prior is a gamma distribution 
with parameters a and i3, respectively. The R code of the function follows: 
> nlpg <- func t ion(x ,a lpha ,be ta , sy , s t ) 
{ # This function returns -logp(thetaly) 
ltheta<-sum(dgamma(x,alpha+sy, beta+st,log=TRUE)) 
return(-Itheta) 
> 
Now the function optim is bcung USCKI for the htting of Bayesian modc-l of 
failure count data as 
> Ml<-optim(par=c(theta=2),fn=nlpg,hessian=TRUE, 
alpha=5,beta=l,sy=132,st=47) 
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The summary of the results stored with the object Ml can be printed as 
> Ml 
Spar 
the ta 
2.833301 
Svalue 
[1] -0.4953223 
$counts 
function gradient 
30 NA 
$convergence 
[1] 0 
Smessage 
NULL 
Shessicui 
theta 
theta 16.94157 
> se<-sqrt(diag(solve(Ml$hessian))) 
> se 
theta 
0.2429535 
Posterior mode and corresponding posterior standard deviation can also be 
extracted from fitted object Ml as 
> postMode<-Ml$par 
> postSD<-sqrt (diagCsolve (Ml$hessiaji))) 
> estimate<-cbind(postMode,postSD) 
> estimate 
postMode postSD 
the ta 2.833301 0.2429535 
Thus Bayesian estimate of the failure count data is 2.833 ± 0.243. These 
are the only two numeric features of the approximate posterior density but 
whole posterior can also be plotted along with the exact counterpart. The 
exact and approximate posterior can be plotted together as 
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Figure 2.5: Exact and approximate posterior densities of the Pois-
son parameter 0 can he compared from this figure. It is clear 
from plot of these posterior densities that there is magical difi'erence 
between the exact dgamma(9,shape=137, rate=48) and approximate 
dnorm(9,mean=2.833,sd=0.243). This shows the excellence of normal ap-
proximation. 
> curve(dganmia(x,shape=137,rate=48),from=2, to=4, 
xlab=expression(theta), 
ylab=expression(paste(p,"(",theta,"I",y,")"))) 
> curve(dnormCx,2.833,sd=0.2429),from=2,to=4,lwd=2,add=T) 
> legend("topright", legend=c("exact"."approximate") , 
lwd=l:2) 
The output is plotted in Figure 2.5. The comparison of the exact and ap-
proximate posteriors are discussed in the caption of the figure. 
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2.4 The normal model with known variance 
The normal distribution is fundamental to most statistical models. The 
central limit theorem helps to justify using the normal likelihood in many 
statistical problems, as an approximation to a less analytically convenient 
likelihood. Also, when the normal distribution does not itself provide a 
good model fit. it can be useful as a component of a more complicated model 
involving Students-t or finite mixture distributions. For now. we simply work 
through the Bayesian results assuming the normal model is appropriate. 
Likelihood of one data point 
As the simplest case, consider a single scalar observation y from a normal 
distribution with mean 9 and variance cr^ , where we assume that a^ is known. 
The sampling distribution is 
1 Kiy-s) 2 
Conjugate prior and posterior distributions 
Consider as a function of 6, the likelihood is an exponential of a quadratic 
form in ^, so family of conjugate prior densities looks like 
parameterize this family 
p(^)( 
P{0) 
as 
X exp 
= f 
{-
,Ae'^+Be+c •* 
^oY 
that is, 6 -^ N{IJ,O,TQ), with hyperparameters yUo and TQ. As usual we assume 
that the hyperparameters are known. 
The conjugate prior density implies that the posterior distribution for 9 
is the exponential of a quadratic form and thus normal, but sum algebra is 
r(!quired to revival its specific form. In the posterior density 
p{9\y) oc exp ( - - {y-9Y , {9-^oy 
a^ T^ 
Expanding the exponents, collecting terms and then completing the square 
in 9 gives 
p{9\y)ocexp(-~{9-^,)A; (2.3) 
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Figure 2.6: Some normal densities. 
that is, d\y ~ N(^i,rf), where 
Ml = 
_ '0 
^Mo + j^y 1 1 
+ 
1 a n d - ^ = - i j H — r - (2.4) 
Precision of the prior and posterior distributions : In manipulating normal 
distributions, the inverse of the variance plays a prominent role and is called 
the precision. The algebra above demonstrate that for normal data and 
normal prior distribution (each with known precision), the posterior precision 
equals the prior precision plus the data precision. 
So far, we have discussed the continuous single parameter model i.e. nor-
mal model with known variance. Now we have to take an example on normal 
distribution with known mean but unknown variance. 
2.4.1 A n e x a m p l e : {Football scores and point spreads) 
Gelman et al. (2003) consider a problem of estimating an unknown variance 
using American football scores. The focus is on the difference d between 
a game outcome (winning score minus loosing score) and a published point 
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spread. We observe d i , . . . , d„ , the observed difference between game out-
comes and point spreads for n football games. If these differences are as-
sumed to be a random sample from a normal distribution with mean 0 and 
unknown variance a'^, the likelihood function is given by 
p{d\a^) oc (^2)-"/2 exp (-Y,dV2aA . a^ > 0. 
Suppose the noninformative prior density p(cr^) oc 1/cr^  is assigned to the 
variance. Then the posterior density of a^ is given by 
p{a'\d)oc{ar'^-'expl-J2dV2a' 
1=1 
This posterior density can also be explored numerically as well as graphicalh-
by using analytic and MCMC tools. Let us take analytic approximation by 
using the function optim. For this purpose we define a function which return 
negative of the logarithm of kernel of inverse gamma 
> loginvgaimna<-function(x, alpha,beta) 
{ 
lp< (alpha+l)*log(x)-(beta/x) 
r e tu rn ( - lp ) 
} 
To fit the above model for the given data, we have to use the function optim 
as 
> Ml<-optim(par=c(x=190) ,fn=loginvgainma,alpha=672/2, 
beta=(672*(13.85)'2)/2,hessian=TRUE) 
The summary features can be obtained as 
> Ml 
Spar 
x 
191.1875 
Svalue 
[1] 2107.463 
$counts 
function gradient 
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16 NA 
Sconvergence 
[1] 0 
Smessage 
NULL 
Shessian 
X 
X 0.009225914 
> sqrt(diag(solve(M2$hessian))) 
X 
10.41107 
Now we shall use MCMCmetroplR to simulate observations from the posterior 
density. For this purpose we redefine loginvganuna which returns actual value 
(not negative) of Ip. Thus we have 
> loginvgainma<-function(x,alpha,beta) 
{ 
lp<- - (a lpha+l)* log(x)- (be ta /x) 
re turn d p ) 
} 
The function MCMCmetroplR is used to analyse this data as 
> library(MCMCpack) 
> M2<-MCMCmetroplR(fun=loginvgainma,theta.init=c(x=175), 
alpha=336,beta=64452) 
The Metropolis acceptance r a t e was 0.70317 
To plot posterior densities obtained by analytical and MCMC tool together, 
we use the following commands 
> densplot(M2,main="") 
> curve(dnormCx,191.19,10.41),from=160,to=240,add=T,lty=2) 
> legend("topright",c("MCMC","approximate"),lty=l:2) 
To get the complete numeric sunnnary features of the fitted objects M2 as 
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Figure 2.7: In this figure a comparison of posterior densities of a'^ has been 
made. From the plots of the two posteriors it is clear that even for a^ densities 
obtained by MCMCmetroplR and normal approximation are quite close. 
> summary(M2) 
I t e r a t i o n s = 501:20500 
Thinning i n t e r v a l = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample s i z e per chain = 20000 
1. Empirical mean and standard dev ia t ion for each var iab le 
plus standard error of the mean: 
Mean 
192.74223 
SD 
10.58867 
Naive SE 
0.07487 
Time-ser ies SE 
0.21080 
2. Quanti les for each var iab le : 
2.5% 25% 50% 75% 97.5% 
173.2 185.4 192.3 199.5 214.7 
The plot of posterior densities, which is depicted in Figure 2.7, from which 
it can easily be seen that the densities of cr^  obtained by both the methods, 
that is, MCMCmetroplR and normal approximation, are almost close to each 
other. 
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2.5 Bibliographic note 
A fascinating detailed account of the early development of the idea of "inverse 
probability' (Bayesian inference) is provided in the book by Stigler (1986). 
on which our brief accounts of Bayes' and Laplace's solutions to the problem 
of estimating an unknown proportion are based. Bayes' famous 1763 essay 
in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London has been 
reprinted as Bayes (1763). 
Introductory textbooks providing complementary discussion of the simple 
models covered in this chapter were listed at the end of chapter 1. In partic-
ular, Box and Tiao (1973) provide a detailed treatment o Bayesian analysis 
with the normal model and also discussed highest posterior density region 
in some detail. The theory of conjugate prior distribution was developed in 
detail by Raifi'a and Schlaifer (1961) . An interesting account of inference 
for prediction, which also includes extensive details of particular probability 
models and conjugate prior analyses, appears in Aitchison and Dunsmore 
(1975). 
Noninformative and reference prior distributions have been studied by 
many res(iarchers. Jeffreys (1961) and Hartigan (1964) discuss invariaiici^ 
principles for noninformative prior distributions. Chapter 1 of Box and Tiao 
(1973) presents a straight forward and practically oriented discussion a brief 
but detailed survey is given by Berger (1985), and the article by Bernardo 
(1979) is accompanied by a wide-ranging discussion. Bernardo and Smith 
(1994) give an extensive treatment of this topic along with many other mat-
ters relevant to the construction of prior distributions. 
The Bayesian analysis of proportion of heavy sleepers discussed in Subsec-
tion 2.2.1 is adapted from Albert (2009). An example based on supercom-
puter failure count data which is discussed in Subsection 2.3.1 is adapted 
from Hamada et al. (2008). The last example discussed in this this chapter 
is taken from Gelman et al. (2003), see also Albert (2009) for more on this 
particular example. 
Chapter 3 
Asymptotic approximation for 
two and multiparameter models 
3.1 Preliminary introduction 
Virtually every practical problem in statistics involves more than one un-
known or unobservable quantity. It is in dealing with such problems that 
the simple conceptual framework of the Bayesian approach reveals its prin-
cipal advantages over other methods of inference. Although a problem can 
include several parameters of interest, conclusions will often be drawn about 
one, or only a few, parameters at a time. In this case, the ultimate aim of 
a Bayesian analysis is to obtain the marginal posterior distribution of the 
particular parameters of interest. In principle, the route to achieving this 
aim is clear: we first r(!(iuir(- the; joint posterior distribution of all unknowns, 
and then we integrate this distribution over the unknowns that are not of im-
mediate interest to obtain the desired marginal distribution. Or equivalently. 
using simulation, we draw samples from the joint posterior distribution and 
then look at the parameters of interest and ignore the values of the other 
unknowns. In many problems there is no interest in making inferences about 
many of the unknown parameters, although they are required in order to 
construct a realistic model. Parameters of this kind are often called nuisance 
parameters (Gelman et al. (2003)). 
3.1.1 Joint and marginal posteriors 
To express the ideas of joint and marginal posterior distributions mathemat-
ically, suppose 0 has two parts, each of which can be a vector. 0 = (OiJh)-
and further suppose that we are only interested in inference for 6i, so 62 may 
43 
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be considered a 'nuisance' parameter. For instance, in the simple example, 
in which both /,i(= ^i) and a'^{— 62) are unknown, interest commonly centers 
on fj,. 
We seek the conditional distribution of the parameter of interest given the 
observed data; in this case, p{0-[\y). This is derived from the jomt posterior 
density, 
p{0^.e2\y) (X p(y|0i,e2M0i,02), 
by averaging over 62' 
p{0,\y) = j p{0,,02\y)d02. 
Alternatively, the joint posterior density can be factored to yield 
p{Oi\y) = J P{0i\d2,y)p{e2\y)dd2, (3.1) 
which shows that the posterior distribution of interest, p{Oi\y), is a mixture 
of the conditional posterior distributions given the nuisance parameter. 62. 
where p{02\y) is a wcnghting function for the; different possible values of 6^ 2. 
The weights depend on the posterior density of 62 and thus on a combina-
tion of evidence from data and prior model. The averaging over nuisance 
parameters 62 can be interpreted very generally; for example, O2 can include 
a discrete component representing different possible sub-models. 
We rarely evaluate the integral (3.1) explicitly, but it suggests an im-
portant practical strategy for both constructing and computing with mul-
tiparameter models. Posterior distributions can be computed by marginal 
and conditional simulation, first drawing 82 from its marginal posterior dis-
tribution and then 9i from its conditional posterior distribution, given the 
drawn value of ^2- In this way the integration embodied in (3.1) is performed 
indirectly. A canonical example of this form of analysis is provided by the 
normal model with unknown mean and variance. 
3.2 Normal data with a noninformative prior 
distribution 
As the prototype example of estimating the mean of a population from a 
sample, we consider a vector y of n iid observations from a univariate normal 
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distribution, N{jj,,a'^), the generalization to the multivariate normal distri-
bution appears in Section 3.4. We begin by analyzing the model under a non 
informative prior distribution, with the understanding that this is no more 
than a convenient assumption for the purposes of exposition and is easily 
extended to informative prior distributions. 
A noninformative prior distribution 
We have to know that a sensible vague prior density for /x and a^, assuming 
prior independence of location and scale parameters, is uniform on (//. locja) 
or, equivalently. 
The joint posterior distribution, p(/i,cr^|y) 
Under this conventional improper prior density, the joint posterior distri-
bution is proportional to the likelihood function multiplied by fac'tor l/rr^ 
p{li,,a^\y) (X — — exp 
1 / 1 
exp fjn+2 ^ I 2cr2 
n 
= ^2^^^{-^Ai^-^)'" + <y-^)"])^ (3-2) 
where 
[n — 1) ^-^ 
.2 _ ^ \r^/„. -.\2 
is the sample variance of the yj's. The sufficient statistics are Tj and s^. 
The conditional posterior distribution, p{i^\a'^,y) 
In order to factor the joint posterior density as 
P{^^\y) = j p{lJ,\<j\y)p[a''\y)da\ (3.3) 
we consider first the conditional posterior density, p(/j,|a^,y), and then the 
marginal posterior density p{a'^\y). To determine the posterior distribution 
of //,, given a^, we simply use the result derived in previous chapter for the 
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mean of a normal distribution with known variance and a uniform prior 
distribution: 
Ha^?/-iV(^/.aVn). (3.4) 
The marginal posterior distribution, p{(j'^\y) 
To determine p{a'^\y), we must average the joint distribution (3.2) over //, : 
Pi^^\y) « / ^ exp ( ^ - — [(n - 1)5^ + n{y - p)']j d^ 
which is a scaled inverse- x^ density: 
a'\yr^lnv-x'{n-l,s'). (3.6) 
We have thus factored the joint posterior density (3.2) as the product of 
conditional and marginal posterior densities: 
p{p,a^\y) =p{^\a^,y)p{a^). 
This marginal posterior distribution for cr^  has a remarkable similarity to the 
analogous sampling theory result: conditional on a'^ (and p), the distril^ution 
of the appropriat(^ly scaled s\i{hcient statistic, (n — l)s^/fT^ is \ ^_ i . 
Sampling from the joint posterior distribution 
To sample from the joint posterior distribution, we first draw a^ from (3.6), 
then draw // from (3.4), which is also a draw from (3.3). 
Analytic form of the marginal posterior distribution of i^t 
The population mean p, is typically the estimand of interest, and so the 
objective of the Bayesian analysis is the marginal posterior distribution of 
/./, which can be obtained by integrating o"^ out of the joint posterior distri-
bution. The representation (3.3) shows that the posterior distribution of ^ 
can be regarded as a mixture of normal distributions, mixed over the scaled 
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inverse-x^ distribution for the variance a^ We can derive the marginal pos-
terior density for /x by integrating the joint posterior density over cr^ : 
2 L . \ J„2 
/•oo 
Jo 
This integral can be evaluated using the substitution z = i^, where A = 
[(n - l)s^ + n(/i. — y)^] and recognizing that the result is an unnormalized 
gamma integral 
_„ f°° (n-2) 
p{n\y) oc A 2 / 2 2 exp(-2)d2 
Jo 
oc [ ( n - l)5^ + n(At-y)^]"^ 
oc 1 + ( n - l ) s 2 j ' 
which is a well known distribution, that is, t-distribution with location y, 
scale s/>/n and degrees of freedom (n — 1). More precisely 
li\y r^tn-i{y,s'^/n). (3.7) 
3.3 Normal data with a conjugate prior 
distribution 
A family of conjugate prior distributions 
A more general model is to assume a conjugate prior distribution for the two-
parameter univariate normal sampling model in place of the noninformative 
prior distribution just considered. The form of the likelihood displayed in 
(3.2) and the subsequent discussion shows that the conjugate prior density-
must also have the product form p(cr^)p(/i|(T^), where the marginal distribu-
tion of a"^ is scaled inverse-x^ and the conditional distribution of fi given a^ 
is normal (so that marginally /j. has a Student-^ distribution). 
^\a^ ~ N{fio,a'^/Ko) 
which corresponds to the joint prior density 
p{n,a^) oc a-\a^) f^+^^exp (-^[^^o^r^ + ^O(MO - A')']] (3.8) 
We label this the N-In-x^(Aio, CTQ/KO; i^ o. CTQ) density; its four parameters can 
be identified as the location and scale of /i and the degrees of freedom and 
scale of a"^, respectively. 
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The joint posterior distribution, p{^,a^\y) 
Multiplying the prior density (3.8) by the normal likelihood yields the pos-
terior density 
p{fi,a^\y) oc a-^(a2)-*^+')expf- —[!yo(7^ + Ko(/^-/^o)'] 
X (a2)-texp ( - ^ [ ( n - l)^^ + n{y - pf]^ (3.9) 
where after some algebra, it can be shown that 
KQ n 
fJ'u = \—/^o + ,—y 
Ko + n KQ + n 
I'n = I^O + 'n 
9 2 / -1 \ 2 KQTI , 9 
u^a^ = i/Qf^ o + {n~ l)s + — ^ { y - A^ O) • 
The conditional posterior distribution, p(/i|cr^,j/) 
The conditional posterior density of // given a^, is proportional to the joint 
posterior density (3.9) with cr^  held constant 
K.0 
= ' V ( - 1 ^ . ^ . (3.10) 
The marginal posterior distribution, p{a'^\y) 
The marginal posterior of a^, from (3.9), is scaled inverse-x^: 
a'\y ~ Inv-x'(i.„,a^). (3.11) 
Sampling from the joint posterior distribution 
To sample from the joint posterior distribution, just as in the previous sec-
tion, we first draw a'^ from its marginal posterior distribution (3.11), then 
draw p from its normal conditional posterior distribution (3.10), using the 
simulated value of a^. 
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Analytic form of the marginal posterior distribution of I^L 
Integration of the joint posterior density with respect to cr^ , in a precisely 
analogous way to that used in previous section, shows that the marginal 
posterior density for /i is 
p{li\y) oc 1 + 
-(^ /n + l ) / 2 
3 . 3 . 1 A n e x a m p l e : {Marathon data) 
To illustrate Bayesian computation for a normal population where both the 
mean and variance are unknown, suppose we are interested in learning about 
the distribution of the completion time for men between ages 20 and 29 who 
are running the New York Marathon. The data frame marathontimes is 
an object in the package LearnByaes which contains only one column of 
time, which stands for completion time. We observe the time jji, • • • ,y2o in 
minutes for 20 runners, and we assume they represented a random sample 
from an N{fi,a'^) distribution. If we assume the standard noninformative 
prior p(/i. a'^) oc 1/cr^ , then the posterior density of the mean and the variance 
is given by 
P{l'"^^\y) oc -^^exp(- — [{n-l)s'^ + n{fi:-yf]], 
where n is the sample size, y is the sample mean and s'^ = ",]^^'-^^ • 
Figure (3.1), shows the contour plot of the joint posterior density, where the 
contour lines are drawn at 10%, 1.0% and 0.1% of the maximum value of the 
posterior density over the grid. The required R commands are 
> install .packages("LearnBayes") 
> library(LearnBayes) 
> data(marathontimes) 
> attach(marathontimes) 
> d<-mycontour(normchi2post, c(220, 330, 500, 9000), time, 
xlab="mecLn", ylab="variance") 
It is convenient to summarize this posterior distribution by simulation. We 
simulate a sample of size 1000 as 
> S<-sum((time - mean(time))"2) 
> n<-length(time) 
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Figure 3.1: Contour plot of the joint posterior distribution of (//, a^) for the 
normal sampling model. The points represent a simulated random sample 
from this distribution. 
> sigma2=S/rchisq(1000, n - 1) 
> mu<-rnorm(1000,mean=mean(time),sd=sqrt(sigma2)/sqrt(n)) 
We display the simulated sampled values of {^, a'^) on the contour plot of the 
distribution in Figure 3.1. 
>points(mu, sigma2) 
A 95% interval estimate for the mean /x 
>quantile(mu, c(0.025, 0.975)) 
2.5% 97.5% 
254.0937 301.7137 
A 95% probabihty interval for a 
>quant i le(sqr t (s igma2), c(0.025, 0.975)) 
25% 97% 
37.48217 70.89521 
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Bayesian analysis with bayesglm 
The function bayesglm, available in package arm is a function meant for 
fitting generalized linear model with default error as normal distribution. 
The fitting is done using bayesglm and marginal posteriors are constructed 
using the function sim of the same package. To obtain the summaries of 
marginal posterior, the R command are as follows 
> instal l .packages("arm") 
> l ibrary(arm) 
> library(LearnBayes) 
> data(marathontimes) 
> as.vector(t(marathontimes)) 
[1] 182 201 221 234 237 251 261 266 267 273 286 291 292 
[16] 296 296 296 326 352 359 365 
To fit the model, we use the commands as 
> Ml<-bayesglm(time~l,data=marathontimes) 
> siimmary(Ml) 
Call: 
bayesglm(formula = time~l, data = marathontimes) 
Devicince Residuals: 
Min IQ Median 3Q Max 
-95.108 -29.608 2.392 18.892 87.892 
Coefficients: 
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) 277.11 10.79 25.69 <2e-16 *** 
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1 
(Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to 
be 2331.582) 
Null deviance: 46627 on 19 degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 46632 on 20 degrees of freedom 
AIC: 215.84 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 8 
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Posterior of \x 
2 4 0 2 6 0 280 300 
N = 1 0 0 0 0 B a n d w i d t h = 1.577 
3 2 0 
Figure 3.2: From this plot of the average completion time ji, it is evident 
that posteiior mode is around 211. Moreover, the probability of average 
completion time outside the interval [235,310] is almost negligible. It may-
be noted that above plot is obtained through simulation using the function 
siia. However, there is close agreement between the simulation and analytic 
approximation. 
A function display which is available in package arm can also be used for 
printing a compact summary of results as 
> display(Ml,detail=TRUE) 
bayesglm(formula = time ~ 1, data = marathontimes) 
coef .es t coef.se z value P r (> | z | ) 
( In tercept) 277.11 11.07 25.04 0.00 
n = 20, k = 1 
res idual deviance = 46631.6, 
nul l deviance = 46626.8 (difference = -4.8) 
overdispersion parameter = 2454.1 
res idual sd i s sqr t (overdispers ion) = 49.54 
To get complete plot of posterior densities we simulate observations from 
these densities by making use of the function sim which is available in the 
arm package. 
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Figure 3.3: From this plot of the posterior standard deviation a. it is evident 
that its posterior mode is around 50 and the whole density lies within the 
intervai [30,70]. 
> Ml.sim<-sim(Ml,n=10000) 
> plot(density(Ml.sim@coef),type="l",main=expression 
(pasteC'Poster ior of", sep=" ",mu))) 
> plot(density(Ml.simOsigma),type="l",main=expression 
(pasteC'Poster ior of", sep=" ",sigma))) 
Output of these commands are reported in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, respec-
tively. 
With the Bayesian analysis of univariate normal model it has been ob-
served that numeric as well as graphic summaries provide more wealth of 
information as compared to sampling theoretic approach. Its extension, that 
is, multivariate generalization of these results are discussed in the next sec-
tion. 
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3.4 The multivariate normal model 
Here we give somewhat formal account of the distributional results of the 
Bayesian inference for the parameter of a multivariate normal distribution. 
In many ways, these results parallel those already given for the univariate 
normal model, but there are some important new aspects that play a major 
role in the analysis of linear models, which is the central activity of much 
applied statistical work. 
3.4.1 Multivariate normal likelihood 
The basic model to be discussed concerns an observable vector y of d com-
ponents, with the multivariate normal distribution 
2/|M,E - Niiu^T.), (3.12) 
where /x is a column vector of length d and E is a (i x d variance matrix, 
which is symmetric and positive definite. The likelihood function for a single 
observation is 
p{y\^i,E) ex | S | - i / ^ e x p ( ^ - i ( ? / - / . , f E - ^ ( ? / - / . ) ) . 
and for a sample of n iid observations j/i, • • •, ?/«. is 
p(yi,...,2/„|/x,E) oc | E l - " / 2 e x p f - ^ f ] ( i / , - / i r S - i ( y , - ^ , ) J , 
= |El-"/2exp(^-^tr(E-i5o)V (3.13) 
where So is the matrix of 'sum of squares' relative to /j, 
n 
0^ = Y.(y^-|A){yr-^lf. (3.14) 
i = l 
3.4.2 Multivariate normal with known variance 
As with the univariate normal model, we analyze the multivariate normal 
model by first considering the case of known E. 
Conjugate prior distribution for /x with known E 
The log-likelihood is a quadratic form in ^, and therefor the conjugate prior 
distribution for // is the multivariate normal distribution, which we parame-
terize as / / ~ N{iio,Ao). 
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Posterior distribution for jj. with known S 
The posterior distribution of /j is 
p(^|y,E) ocexp ( - - {l^-l^oVAo^li-ldo) +^{y^-f^fI: \y^-|-t) 
T=l 
which is an exponential of a quadratic form in /i. Completing the quadratic 
form and pulling out constant factors gives 
= iV(/il/x„,A„), 
where 
A; ' = A o ' + n E - i (3.15) 
These are similar to the results for the univariate normal model, the posterior 
mean being a weighted average of the data and the prior mean, with weights 
given by the data and prior precision matrices, nT,"^ and AQ^. respectively. 
The posterior precision is the sum of the prior and data precisions. 
Posterior conditional and marginal distributions of subvectors of 
fi with known E 
It follows from the properties of the multivariate normal distribution that the 
marginal posterior distribution of a subset of a parameters, /i*^ ^^  say, is also 
multivariate normal, with mean vector equal to the appropriate subvector of 
the posterior mean vector /i„ and variance matrix equal to the appropriate 
submatrix of A„. Also, the conditional posterior distribution of a subset /.//^ ^ 
given the values of a second subset //.^ ^^  is multivariate normal. If we write su-
perscripts in parentheses to indicate appropriate subvectors and submatrices. 
then 
f^^'V\y - NU'^ + P'^'{,.^^''^-^^^),A'\% (3.16) 
where the regression coefficients /3 '^^  and conditional variance matrix A '^^  are 
defined by '"fAzaA f-
1^12 ^ A f ) ( A f ) ) - / ^ ^ ^ / ^ ^ S 
A |^2 = A^^^)-Af)(A(22))-iAf), ' " ^ 
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3.4.3 Multivariate normal with unknown mean and 
variance 
Conjugate family of prior distributions 
We know that the conjugate distribution for the univariate normal with un-
known mean and variance is the normal-inverse-x^ distribution. We can use 
the inverse-Wishart distribution, a multivariate generalization of the scaled-
inverse-x^, to describe the prior distribution of the matrix E. The conjugate 
prior distribution for (/i, E), the normal inverse-Wishart, is conveniently pa-
rameterized in terms of hyperparameters (/io, AQ/KQ; J^ o, AQ): 
E ~ Inv-Wishart^JAo^) 
//|E ~ iV(/io,E/Ko), 
which corresponds to the joint posterior density 
p(/.,,E) oc |E|-(('^o+'^)/^+i)exp (-^tr(AoE-^) - "fii^-^iof^-'i^i-f^o)^ . 
The parameters VQ and AQ describe the degrees of freedom and the scale 
matrix for the inverse-Wishart distribution on E. The remaining parameters 
are the prior mean, //Q, and the number of prior measurements, KQ, on the 
E scale. Multiplying the prior density by the normal likelihood results in a 
posterior density of the same family with parameters 
KQ n _ 
Mn = •—/io + •—y 
Ho + n KQ + n 
i'n = t^o + n 
An = Ao + S + —-—{y - fXo){y - l^of, Ko + n 
where 5 is the sum of squares matrix about the sample mean, 
n 
Other results from the univariate normal distribution are easily generalized to 
the multivariate case. The marginal posterior distribution of // is multivari-
ate t^^-4+i{(in, A„/(/c„(i/„ ~d+ 1))). The posterior predictive distribution of 
a new observation y is also multivariate Students-t with an additional factor 
of {K„ + 1) in the numerator of the scale matrix. Samples from the joint pos-
terior distribution of (//, E) are easily obtained using the following procedure; 
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first draw E|j/ ~ Inv-Wishart,y„(A~-^), then draw /i|S,j/ ^ N{idn,'^/i^n)- To 
draw from the posterior predictive distribution of a new observation, draw 
y|^, E, y ~ N{fi, E), given the already drawn values of /L/ and E. 
Noninformative prior distribution 
A commonly proposed noninformative prior distribution is the multivariate 
Jeffreys prior density 
P U , S ) OC |Er(^+^)/^ 
which is the hmit of the conjugate prior density as KQ -^ 0, t'o -^ - 1 , | Aol - ^ 0 . 
The corresponding posterior distribution can be written as 
Ely ~ Inv-Wishart„_i(5') 
H£ ,y - iV(y,E/n). 
Results for the marginal distribution of // and the posterior predictive distri-
bution of y, assuming that the posterior distribution is proper, follows from 
the previous paragraph. For example, the marginal posterior distribution of 
/J. is multivariate t„_d(j/, S/{n{n — d))). 
It is especially important to check that the posterior distribution is proper 
when using noninformative prior distributions in high dimensions. 
Nonconjugate prior distribution 
The multivariate normal variance matrix includes a large number of param-
eters, d variance parameters and d{d — l)/2 covariances (or correlations). 
Alternatives to the conjugate Wishart family of distributions may be con-
structed in terms of these parameters. 
3.5 Regres s ion mode l s 
3.5.1 The model 
In a usual multiple regression problem interest is often centered in describ-
ing the variation in a response variable y in terms of k predictor variables 
Xi , . . . , Xfc. We describe the conditional mean value of yi with X, the response 
for the ith individual, as 
E{y^\p, X) = f3iXn + ... + l5kXrk, i = 1, 
, n. 
where Xn, • • •, Xik are the predictor values for the zth individual and f3i.... jS^ 
are unknown regression parameters. If we let Xj = x,;i,..., Xj^  denote the row 
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vector of predictors for the ith individual and 0 = (/3i,.... 3k) the cokmin 
vector of regression coefficients, we can express the mean vakie as 
E{tM\0,X) = x,0. 
The {yi} are assume to be conditionally independent given values of the pa-
rameters and the predictor variables. In the ordinary linear regression setting. 
we assume equal variances, where V(yj|6', X) = cr^ , where 0 = {6i dk^o-"^) 
denote the vector of unknown parameters. Finally, we assume that the errors 
e^  = y• — E(yj|/3, X) are independent and normally distributed with mean 0 
and variance rr^. 
In matrix notation, this model can be written for all observations as 
v\0.a\X ~ N.^{XI5,a''l), (3.17) 
where y is the vector of observations; X is the design matrix with rows 
Xi , . . . , x„; / i s the identity matrix; and Nkin, S) indicates a multivariate nor-
mal distribution of dimension k with mean vector /i and variance-covariance 
matrix S. 
To compute the Bayesian formulation of the model, we assume {ft.rr'^) 
have the typical noninformative prior distribution 
p{P,a^\X) (X l/a\ (3.18) 
3.5.2 The posterior distribution 
As with the normal distribution with unknown mean and variance, we de-
termine first the posterior distribution for /3, conditional on a^, and then the 
marginal posterior distribution for a'^. That is, we factor the joint posterior 
distribution for 0 and a^ as 
p{0,a'\y) = p{0\a\y)p{a'\y). 
For notational convenience, we suppress the dependence on X here and in 
subsequent notation. 
Conditional posterior distribution of 0, given a^ 
The conditional posterior distribution of the vector parameter 0 , given CT'^ 
is the exponential of a quadratic form in 0 and hence is normal. We use the 
notation 
0\a\y - N{0,V0a^), (3.19) 
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where, using the now famihar technique of completing the square, one finds, 
0 = {X^Xy'X^y, (3.20) 
V^  ={X^X)-\ (3.21) 
Marginal posterior distribution of o^ 
The marginal posterior distribution of o^ can be written as 
which can be seen to have a scaled inverse-x^ form 
a% - Inv-x^(n-/t,52), (3.22) 
where 
s^ = ^ ( t / - X / 3 ) ^ ( y - X / 3 ) . (3.23) 
n-k 
The marginal posterior distribution of/3|?/, averaging over a^, is multivariate f 
with (n — k) degrees of freedom, but we rarely use this fact in practice when 
drawing inferences by simulation, since to characterize the joint posterior 
distribution we can draw simulations of a^ and then 0\a^. 
3.5.3 Sampling from the posterior distribution 
It is easy to draw samples from the posterior distribution. p(/3, o'^\y), by (1) 
computing /3 from (3.20) and V^ from (3.21),(2) computing s^  from (3.23), 
(3) drawing a^ from the scaled inverse-x^ distribution (3.22), and(4) drawing 
/3 from the multivariate normal distribution (3.19). In practice, Q and V^ can 
be computed using standard linear regression software. 
To be computationally efficient, the simulation can be set up as follows, 
using standard matrix computations. Computational efficiency is important 
for large data set and also with the iterative methods required to estimate 
several variance parameter simultaneously. 
1. Compute the QR factorization, X — QR, where Q is an n x A' matrix 
of orthonormal columns and R is a k x k upper triangular matrix. 
2. Compute R~^ — this is an easy task since R is upper triangular. R~^ 
is a Cholesky factor (that is. a matrix square root) of the covariance 
matrix V;,, since R-\R-^f = (X^'X)-i = Vj. 
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3. Compute (3 by solving the linear system, R0 = Q^y. using the fact 
that R is upper triangular. 
Once a^ is simulated (using the random x^ draw), /? can be easily simulated 
from the appropriate multivariate normal distribution using Cholesky factor-
ization and a program for generating independent standard normals. The 
QR factorization of X is useful both for computing the mean of the poste-
rior distribution and for simulating the random component in the posterior 
distribution of /3. 
3.5.4 A n example : (Extinction of birds) 
Ramsey and Schafer (1997) describe an interesting study from Pitman et al. 
(1988) on the extinction of birds. Measurements on breeding pairs of land-
bird species were collected from 16 islands around Britain over the comse 
of several decades. For each species, the dataset b i rdex t inc t available in 
the package LearnBayes contains time, the average time of extinction on 
the islands where it appeared, nesting, the average number of nesting pairs, 
size, the size of species (large or small), and s ta tus , the migratory status of 
species (migrant or resident). The objective is to fit a model that describes 
the variation in the time of extinction of the bird species in terms of the 
covariates nesting, s ize, and s ta tus . This example has been discussed 
in detail by Albert (2009). We discuss the same example here. Since the 
time variable is strongly right-skewed, we analyze the data in logarithmic 
transformed metric. Thus, we write the regression model as 
E(log(time)-|a:, /3) = /3o + /S i^uestingj -|- /32size, -|- ,/?3statuSi. (3.24) 
As two of the covariates are categorical with two levels, they can be repre-
sented by indicators; in the datafile b i rdext inc t , s ize is coded 0 (1) for 
small (large) and s t a tu s is coded 0 (1) for migrant (resident). For ready 
reference the whole data is reported as 
> library(LearnBayes) 
> data(birdextinct) 
> birdextinct 
species time nesting size status 
1 Sparrowhawk 3.030 1.000 0 1 
2 Buzzard 5.464 2.000 0 1 
3 Kestrel 4.098 1.210 0 1 
4 Peregrine 1.681 1.125 0 1 
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5 
6 
Grey_partridge 
Quail 
7 Red-legged_partridge 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
Pheasant 
Water_rail 
CorncraJce 
Moorhen 
Coot 
Lapwing 
Golden_plover 
Ringed_plover 
Curlew 
Redshcink 
Snipe 
Stock_dove 
Rock_dove 
Wood_pigeon 
Cuckoo 
Short-eared_owl 
Little_owl 
Magpie 
Jackdaw 
Carrion_crow 
Raven 
Skylark 
Swallow 
House.martin 
Yellow_wagtail 
Pied_wagtail 
Meadow_pipit 
Wren 
Dunneck 
Robin 
Stonechat 
Wheatear 
Blackbird 
Song_thrush 
Mistle_thrush 
Grasshopper_warbler 
Sedge_warbler 
Whitethroat 
8.850 
1.493 
7.692 
3.846 
16.667 
4.219 
8.130 
5.000 
7.299 
1.000 
27.027 
3.106 
4.000 
16.129 
3.484 
37.037 
7.299 
2.525 
4.132 
2.000 
10.000 
2.667 
4.587 
58.824 
32.258 
2.571 
2.160 
1.000 
2.967 
9.524 
11.111 
7.299 
4.000 
2.381 
2.611 
3.257 
1.701 
1.795 
1.198 
3.185 
2.273 
5.167 
1.000 
2.750 
5.630 
3.000 
4.670 
4.056 
1.000 
6.960 
1.670 
5.560 
2.830 
4.375 
4.125 
3.670 
8.330 
2.750 
1.430 
2.000 
2.750 
4.500 
7.120 
4.580 
2.350 
6.870 
3.830 
5.000 
1.250 
2.270 
5.350 
8.700 
6.100 
3.330 
3.640 
4.830 
4.670 
1.700 
1.330 
1.000 
1.900 
4.420 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
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46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
Willow_warbler 
Chiffchaff 
Goldcrest 
Spotted_flycatcher 
Great_tit 
Blue_tit 
Yellowhammer 
Reed_bunting 
Chaffinch 
Goldfinch 
Redpoll 
Linnet 
House_sparrow 
Tree_sparrow 
Starling 
Pied.flycatcher 
Siskin 
1.111 
1.000 
1.000 
1.230 
6.061 
3.175 
2.000 
5.076 
1.934 
1.493 
1.000 
5.102 
3.003 
1.898 
41.667 
1.000 
1.000 
1.250 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
2.500 
1.500 
2.500 
5.630 
2.370 
1.500 
1.000 
6.500 
4.500 
2.170 
11.620 
1.000 
1.000 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
The variables s ize and s t a tus are not factors in this data frame. Therefore, 
they are converted into factor variables as 
> names(birdextinct) 
[1] "species" "time" "nesting" "size" "s ta tus" 
> b i rdex t inc t$s ize<- fac tor (b i rdex t inc t$s ize ) 
> b i rdex t inc t$s ta tus<- fac to r (b i rdex t inc t$s ta tus ) 
> s t r ( b i r d e x t i n c t ) 
'data.frame': 62 obs. of 5 variables: 
$ species: Factor w/ 62 levels "Blackbird","Blue_tit",..: 
48 3 21 29 17 33 35 30 55 8 ... 
$ time 
$ nesting 
$ size 
$ status 
num 3.03 5.46 4.1 1.68 8.85 . . . 
num 1 2 1.21 1.12 5.17 . . . 
Factor w/ 2 l eve l s " 0 " , " 1 " : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Factor w/ 2 leve ls " 0 " , " 1 " : 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
We fit this data to the linear model by using the function Im as 
> Ml<-lm(I( log(t ime))~nest ing+size+status,data=birdextinct) 
It is evident from the fitted object Ml that time is in logarithmic unit 
and nesting, s ize and s t a tus are the covariates to the response variable 
log(time). Moreover, it may also be noted that nest ing is a continuous 
variable whereas s ize and s t a tus are categorical or factor variables each 
having two levels. The summary of the results from the fitted object Ml can 
be extracted as 
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R e g r e s s i o n E s t i m a t e s 
0 5 0 0 0 5 
s l a lu s 1 
Figure 3.4: Plot of regression coefRcients for statistical significance. All the 
regression coefficients are significant as non of the intervals of regression 
coefficients are cut by the vertical dotted line of zero. 
> summary(Ml) 
C a l l : 
ImCformula = I ( l o g ( t i m e ) ) 
= b i r d e x t i n c t ) 
n e s t i n g + s i z e + s t a t u s , d a t a 
R e s i d u a l s : 
Min IQ Median 
-1 .8410 -0 .2932 -0 .0709 
3Q Max 
0.2165 2.5167 
C o e f f i c i e n t s : 
Es t ima te S td . Er ro r t va lue P r ( > | t | ) 
( I n t e r c e p t ) 0.43087 0.20706 
n e s t i n g 0.26501 0.03679 
s i z e l -0 .65220 0.16667 
s t a t u s l 0.50417 0.18263 
2 .081 0.041870 * 
7 .203 1.33e-09 *** 
-3.913 0.000242 *** 
2.761 0.007712 ** 
S ign i f . codes : 0 *** 0.001 ** 0 .01 * 0.05 . 0 .1 
Res idua l steindard e r r o r : 0.6524 on 58 degrees of freedom 
Mul t i p l e R-squared: 0 .5982, Adjusted R-squared: 0.5775 
F - s t a t i s t i c : 28.79 on 3 and 58 DP, p - v a l u e : 1 .577e - l l 
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Poster ior of nest ing Pi Poster ior of size P; 
Poster ior of status p3 Poster ior of sig m a a 
I 
n 1 r 
0.5 0.6 0.7 
Figure 3.5: Marginal posterior densities of regression coefEcients and stan-
dard deviation. From these plot of posterior densities it is clear that nesting 
is significantly related with the log (time). Moreover, size is negatively re-
lated with the extinction time whereas status is positively related with the 
extinction time. This means that large size is more probable for extinction. 
On the other hand resident birds are more probable to survive as compare 
to migrant. 
From the p-values Pr (> 111) it is clear that aU the regression coefficients 
are statistically signifcant. Fitting using Im as above is equivalent to fitting 
Bayesian model with noninformative prior as specified in Equation (3.18). 
For further exploration of marginal posterior densities of regression coef-
ficients and a, we use the function coefplot of arm as 
> library(arm) 
> coefplot(Ml) 
The output is reported in Figure (3.4), from which it is clear that all the 
(:ovariat(!s are significantly related with log(time) . However, to get complete 
plot of posterior densities we simulate observations from these densities by 
making use of the function sim which is available in the package arm. 
> Ml.sim<-sim(Ml,n=10000) 
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> par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
> plot(density(Ml.simOcoef[,2]),main=expression(paste 
("Poster ior of nesting",sep=" " , b e t a [ l ] ) ) ) 
> plot(density(Ml.simScoef[,3]) ,main=expression(paste 
("Poster ior of size",sep=" " ,be ta [2 ] ) ) ) 
> plot(density(Ml.simOcoef[,4]),main=expression(paste 
("Poster ior of s ta tus" ,sep=" " ,be ta [3 ] ) ) ) 
> plot(density(Ml.simSsigma),main=expression(paste 
("Poster ior of sigma",sep=" ",sigma))) 
From the posterior plots given in Figure (3.5), complete picture of the Bayesi-
an analysis of b i rdex t inc t data can be seen. 
3.6 Bibliographic note 
Chapter 2 of Box and Tioa (1973) thoroughly treats the univariate and mul-
tivariate normal distribution problems and also some related problems such 
as estimating the difference between two means and the ratio between two 
variances. At the time that book was written, computer simulation method 
were much less convenient than they are now, and so Box and Tiao. and other 
Bayesian authors of the period, restricted their attention to conjugate fam-
ily and devoted much effort to deriving analytic forms of marginal posterior 
densities. 
Many textbooks on multivariate analysis discuss the unique mathematical 
features of the multivariate normal distribution, such as the property that 
all marginal and conditional distributions of components of a multivariate 
normal vector are normal; for example, see Mardia, Kent, and Bibby (1979). 
Linear regression is described in detail in many text books, for example, 
Weisberg (1985) and Neter (1996). For other presentations of Bayesian linear 
regression, see Zellner (1971) and Box and Tiao (1973). Fox (2002) presents 
linear regression using the statistical package R. The computations of linear 
regression, including the QR decomposition and more complicated methods 
that are more (jfficic^ nt for large; prol^knris, arc; d(\s(a-ib(xl in many places; for 
example, Gill, Murray, and Wright (1981) and Golub and van Loan (1983). 
Chapter 4 
Generalized linear models 
4.1 Preliminary introduction 
A stochastic model based on a linear predictor XP is easy to understand and 
can be appropriately flexible in a variety of problems, especially if we are 
careful about transformation and appropriately interpreting the regression 
co(!ffici(!nts. The purpose of generalized linear model is to extend the idea 
of linear modehng to cases for which the linear relationship between X and 
E{y\X) or the normal distribution is not appropriate. 
In some cases, it is reasonable to apply a linear model to a suitably 
transformed outcome variable using suitably transformed (or untransformed) 
explanatory variables. Another case in which a linear model can be im-
proved by transformation occurs when the relation between X and y is 
multipUcative: for example, if yi = Xjjx^2 • --^ik ^ variation, then logy, = 
b\\ogXii + • • • + bklogXik+ variation, and a linear model relating logy, to logXij 
is appropriate. 
However, the relation between X and E{y\X) cannot always be usefully 
modeled as normal and linear, even after transformation. For example, sup-
pose that y cannot be negative, but might be zero. Then we cannot just 
analyze logy, even if the relation of E(y) to X is generally multiplicative. If 
y is discrete value (for example, the number of occurrences of a rare disease 
by county) then the mean of y may be linearly related to X, but the variation 
term cannot be described by the normal distribution. 
The class of generalized linear models unifies the approaches needed to 
analyze data for which either the assumption of a linear relation between x 
and y or the assumption of normal variation is not appropriate. A generalized 
linear model is specified in three stages: 
1. The hnear predictor, rj = Xft, 
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2. The link function g{-) that relates the Unear predictor to the mean of 
the outcome variable: ^ = g^^iv) = g'^i^P)^ 
3. The random component specifying the distribution of the outcome vari-
able y with mean E{y\X) = /i.. In general the distribution of ij given x 
can also depend on a dispersion parameter, (j). 
Thus the mean of the distribution of y, given X, is determined by X/3: 
E{y\X) = g~^{Xi3). We use the same notation as in hnear regression when-
ever possible, so that X is the n x k matrix of explanatory variables and 
T] = X13 IS the vector of n linear predictor values. If we denote the linear 
predictor for the ith case by {Xl3)i and the variance or dispersion parameter 
(if present) by cf), then the data distribution takes the form 
n 
p{y\X,f3,<t>) = l[p{y.\{X^),,4>). (4.1) 
1=1 
The most commonly used generahzed linear model, for the Poisson and bino-
mial distributions, do not require a dispersion parameter; that is, 0 is fixed at 
1. In practice, however excess dispersion is the rule rather than the exception 
in most applications. 
4.2 Standard generalized linear model 
4.2.1 Continuous data 
The normal linear model is a special case of the generalized linear model, 
with y being normally distributed with mean /j. and identity link function. 
g{^) = p,. For continuous data that are all positive, we can use the normal 
model on the logarithmic scale. When this distributional family does not fit 
the data, the gamma and WeibuU distributions are sometime considered as 
alternatives. 
4.2.2 Poisson 
Counted data are often modeled using a Poisson model. The Poisson gener-
alized linear model, often called the Poisson regression model, assume that 
y is Poisson with mean p (and therefore variance p). The link function is 
typically chosen to be the logarithm, so that \ogp = XiS. The distribution 
for data y = (j/i,...,y„) is thus 
P{y\0) = n ^e-^P("'Hexp(7/,))•'^ (4.2) 
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where 77, = {XP)i is the linear predictor for the zth case. When considering 
the Bayesian posterior distribution, we condition on y, and so the factors of 
l /y j can be absorbed into an arbitrary constant. 
4.2.3 Binomial 
Perhaps the most widely used of the generalized linear models are those for 
binary or binomial data. Suppose that y^ ~ Bin(n,,/ii) with n, known. It 
is common to specify the model in terms of the mean of the proportions 
yi/rii, rather than the mean of y^ . Choosing the logit transformation of the 
probability of success, 5f(/Uj) = log(^i/(l — /ij)), as the hnk function leads to 
the logistic regression model. The distribution for data y is 
^ / \ / n \ Vi / -t \ 1^t~Vi 
pw)=n ' ^ ' ' yj VI+ e'''/ VI+ e'' 
Other hnk functions are often used in econometrics; for example, the probit 
link, g{ix) = ^~^{JJ), is commonly used in econometrics. The data distribu-
tion for the probit model is 
The probit link is obtained by retaining the normal variance process in the 
normal linear model which assuming that all outcomes are dichotomized. In 
practice, the probit and logit models are quite similar, differing mainly in 
the extremes of the tails. In either cases, the factors of ("') depend only 
on observed quantities that can be subsumed into a constant factor in the 
posterior density. 
The t-distribution can be used as a robust alternative to the logit and 
probit models. Another standard hnk function is g{f_i) = -log(-log (//.)). 
the complementary log-log, which differs from the logit and probit by being 
asymmetrical in /i (that is, ^(/x) 7^  -g{l - /j,)) and is sometimes useful as an 
alternative for that reason. 
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4.3 Normal approximation to the likelihood 
Determining the parameters of the normal approximation 
We can write the likelihood as 
n 
1=1 
n 
1=1 
where L is the log-likelihood function for the individual observations. We 
approximate each factor in the above product by a normal density in //,, thus 
approximating each L{yi\rii, 0) by a quadratic function in 77^ : 
L{yi\rii, (p) ^ -TT^i^i- ^if + constant, 
where, in general, z^, af, and the constant depend on y, rji = {XP)i, and d. 
That is, the iih data point is approximately equivalent to an observation 2,. 
normally distributed with mean rj^ and variance af. 
A standard way of determine Zi and a^ for the approximation is to match 
the first- and second-order terms of the Taylor series of L{y^\r]i, (p) centered 
about 7% = {Xpi)i. Writing dL/drj and (PL/di}^ as L' and L", respectively, 
the result is 
L'{y^\rii,^) 
L"{y^\riiA) 
1 
L"{yr\rh 4>) 
2 1 
oj = ^ ^- 4.3; 
An Example. The binomial logistic model 
In the binomial generalized linear model with logistic link, the log-likelihood 
for each observation is 
Liy^\'^^) = m log [~^j + [n^ - yj log {j^)j 
= yiVi -ni log( l -l-e' ' ')-
(There is no dispersion parameter 0 in the binomial model.) The derivatives 
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of the log-likelihood are 
om dL _ _ 
d^L e"' 
= —n. 
Thus, the pseudodata z^ and variance af of the normal approximation for 
the zth sampling unit are 
Zi =rii + 
e''» V rij 1 + e''' 
1 (l + e"'')' 
rii e '^ 
The approximation depends on P through the linear predictor rj,,. 
The approximate normal posterior distribution 
The usual first step in Bayesian computation is to find the posterior mode 
or modes. For noninformative or conjugate prior distributions, generahzed 
linear model software can be used to maximize the posterior density. If no 
such softwar(; is available, it is still straightforward to find the modes by first 
obtaining a crude estimate and then applying an iterative weighted linear 
regression algorithm based on the normal approximation to the likelihood. 
Once the mode {ft, 0) has been reached, one can approximate the condi-
tional posterior distribution of (3, given 0, by the output of the most recent 
weighted linear regression computation; that is, 
pm,y)^N{d\P,V0). 
where Vfs in this case is {X'^dieig{L"{yi,'r%,(i)))X)~^. (In general, one need 
only compute the Cholesky factor of Vp.) If the sample size n is large, and 
4> is not part of the model (as in the binomial and Poisson distributions), we 
may be content to stop here and summarize the posterior distribution by the 
normal approximation to p{P\y). 
If a posterior parameter, 0, is present, one can approximate the marginal 
distribution of (t> applied at the conditional mode, /3(0), 
P a p p r o x ( % ) = ^ ^ ^ t u .^Pim^^AvWMl'^'-
where /3 and V^  in the last expression are the mode and variance matrix of 
the normal approximation conditional on 0. 
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4.3.1 A n example : {Beetle data) 
Bliss (1935) generated a data on beetle to study dose-response relation in 
which logarithm (with base 10) of dose of CS2 (say x), is reported along with 
number of insects killed (say y). Each dose was given to a fixed number of 
insects (say n). Same data is discussed by Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980), 
page 196. A non-Bayesian analysis of this data has also been discussed by 
Khan and Mir (2005). This data is summarized in a data frame named 
beet le as under: 
> 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
beetle 
X 
1.6907 
1.7242 
1.7552 
1.7842 
1.8113 
1.8369 
1.8610 
1.8839 
n 
59 
60 
62 
56 
63 
59 
62 
60 
y 
6 
13 
18 
28 
52 
53 
61 
60 
Here we have to fit regression models for the data bee t le assuming that the 
parameters betas are locally uniform and find its posterior summaries using 
the function sim of the package arm of R cis 
> Mlogit<-glin(cbind(y,n-y)~x,family=binomial(link=logit), 
data=beetle) 
The fitted object Mlogit has three main arguments. The first argument is 
called the formula argument. Left hand side of this argument is matrix con-
taining columns of killed y and not killed n-y number of insects whereas right 
hand side of formula is first column x of data frame beet le which represents 
logarithm of dose of CS2. Second argument of glm is the family argument 
which specifies the error distribution. The error distribution is binomial, 
and the argument l ink=logi t specifies the logistic regression model. The 
summary of results from the fitted object Mlogit can be extracted as 
> summary(Mlogit) 
Call : 
glmCformula = cbind(y, n - y ) ~ x, family = binomial(lin = 
logit),data = beetle) 
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Poster ior densi ty of po 
! § 
- 6 0 - 5 0 
N = 10000 Bandwidth = 0.7334 
Figure 4.1; From this posterior density of/3o it is evident that the posterior 
mode is around -60 and the whole posterior density is defined in the range 
of -75 to -45. Moreover, it is statistically significant also as zero does not lie 
in the relevant range of the plot of the posterior density. The shape of the 
density is an evident of its normality also. 
Deviance Residuals: 
Min IQ Median 3Q Max 
-1.5941 -0.3944 0.8329 1.2592 1.5940 
Coefficients: 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept) -60.717 5.181 -11.72 <2e-16 *** 
X 34.270 2.912 11.77 <2e-16 *** 
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
Null deviance: 284.202 on 7 degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 11.232 on 6 degrees of freedom 
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Poster ior densi ty of (3i 
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Figure 4.2: From this posterior density of P\ it is evident that the posterior 
mode is around 34 and the whole posterior density is dehned in the range 
of 28 to 41. Moreover, it is statistically significant also as zero does not he 
in the relevant range of the plot of the posterior density. The shape of the 
density is an evident of its normality also. 
AIC: 41.43 
Number of Fisher Scoring i t e r a t i o n s : 4 
To get complete plot of posterior densities we simulate observations from 
these densities by making use of the function sim of package arm as 
> l ibrary(arm) 
> Mlogit. sim<-siiii(Mlogit ,n=10000) 
> plot(densi ty(Mlogit .s imScoef[ ,1]) , type="l" ,main= 
express ion(paste("Poster ior density of",sep=" " ,be t a [0 ] ) ) ) 
> plot(density(Mlogit .s imQcoef[ ,2]) , type="l",main= 
express ion(paste("Poster ior density of",sep=" " , b e t a [ l ] ) ) ) 
From these posterior plots given in Figure (4.1) and (4.2), complete picture 
of the Bayesian analysis of beet le data can easily be seen. 
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4.4 Bibliographic note 
The term 'generalized linear model' was coined by Nelder and Wedderburn 
(1972). who modified Fisher's scoring algorithm for maximmn likelihood es-
timation. An excellent (non-Bayesian) reference is McCullagh and Nelder 
(1989). Hinde (1982) and Liang and McCullagh (1993) discuss various mod-
els of over dispersion in generalized linear models and examine how they fit 
actual data. 
Albert and Chib (1995) and Gelman, Goegebeur, et al. (2000) discuss 
Bayesian residual analysis and other model checks for discrete data regres-
sions; see also Landwehr, Pregibon, and Shoemaker (1984). 
Knuiman and Speed (1988), and Albert (1988) present Bayesian analyses 
of contingency tables based on analytic approximations. Bedr-ick, Chris-
tensen, and Johnson (1996) discuss prior distribution for generalized linear 
models. 
Dempster, Selwyn, and Weeks (1983) is an early example of fully-Bayesian 
inference for logistic regression (using a normal approximation corrected by 
importance sampling to compute the posterior distribution for the hyper-
parameters). Zegar and Karim (1991), Karim and Zegar (1992), and Albert 
(1992) use Gibbs sampling to incorporate random effects in generalized linear 
models. 
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